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Ttre levels of processing aporoach to memory proposed by Craik

and I-ockhart (Lg72) tras recently come under attach because of the

circularity that has been inherent in relating depth to the strength of

the memory trace (Nelson, 1977). Seamon a¡d Virostek (1978), hov¡ever,

derived separate theoretical and empirical ord.erings of a range of

classification tasks from across the various processing domains" A

sigir-rificant ra¡rk borrelation between the ordered scale a¡¡d stimulus

word free recall strengthened the cláim of earlier studies (Craik ç

Tulving, A975¡ Hyde e Jenkins, 1973) that memory is a by-product of

perceptual/cogmitive analyses performed on the stimu1us at input" Ttris

ABSTR.ACT

research sought to extend Seamon and Virostek's findings by operationalizing

the term 'depthr and testing its predictive capaJ:ilities within a

single domain in a series of incidental learning studies.

fh.e framework for the six experiments reported here was the recent

revision of the depth of processing idea advanced b1r Lockhart, Craik

and Jacoby (L976) , i.e., the notion of hierarchical-ly organized domains of

processlng. Specificalll', it was hlzpothesized that within the sema¡rtic

domain more ela-borate semantic a¡ralyses, defined in terms of the

qualitative nature of the mental operations required to perform the

task, would yield superior recall.

Er<periment I involved subjects rating a variety of semantic or

meaning prod.ucing activities against criteria that were postulated. as

underlying depth of processing. Subjects assessed each task in terms

of the amount'of conscious effort or attention required to carrv out

the task. A depth-ordered scale was derived from paired-comparison

judgi-ments collected on nine semantic tasks. The tasks ranged. from judging

llrtlether a word. was living or non-Iiving to providing a short definition
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to determining how two unrelated words were similar.

In two follow up experiments (Experiment II e III) independent

groups of subjects were unexpectedly tested for recall of lists of

2,4 unrelated words after engaging in one of the scale-ordered tasks

that required them to generate their own encodings. predictions

based on the scale were empirically validated for most tasks when

stimuli were low (Þ<periment IT) or med.ium (Experiment IIf) in -

meaningfulness.

Additional e>çeriments e>plored the generalizability of the findings

of the fLrst two stud.ies by equating for study time in a within subject

desìgrn (Þrperiment IV) and introducing a self-paced procedure in

Þ<periment V. Experimental- demands were also varied so that sub'iects

rated. words,in all cases. Under these circumstances the relationship

between the depth-ordered. scale and the retention fu¡rctions associated

with each task broke down.

kperiment VT ernployed the original experimental procedures

(i,e., subject generated encodings) but retained highly meaningful

stimulÌ as in Experiments IV and V" Although order of recaLl correlated.

well with the scale the effect was not as strons as in Experimênts II

and III and differences across conditions were statisticafly indistin-

guLshable.

It was concluded that the effectiveness of depth of processing

with-in the semantic domain is a function of level of mea¡rinsfulness

of the material r¡nder study vis à vis the stored contents of existing

cogmitive structures, the qualitative nature of the encoding operations

and the extent to which the learner is actively engaged in those operations.

Results were interpreted in the light of craik and Jacoby's (1975) two

process model of short-term retention.
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- 
Ttre levels of processing view proporrnded by Craik and Lockhart

(Lg72) has exerted a considerable influence on the direcÈion of recenÈ

research in human memoïy. Atthough originally intended as an alternative

conceptual framework to multistore models of memory it has assumed the

status of a theory especially as it relates to control processes in

short-term retention. In the original paper, memory for an event was

conceived of as a by-product of perceptual analyses with higher levels

of recall reflecting deeper levels of processing at input. Preliminary

shallow analyses were thought to be concerned with physical or structural

features of the stimulus. Progressively deeper analyses were more

concerned with extracting meaning attributes and'/or the developing of

associative relationships with the stored contents of existing cognitive

structures. The depth to which a stimulus \¡Ias analyzed was, therefore'

thought to be a function of ttre type of analysis or Level of encoding

employed as well as the attention required of the central- processor for

the analysis. Thris Èoo, varied. according to the familiarity or level of

meaningfulness of the to-be-remembered (fBR) item. It was initially

thought that highly meaningful material was processed much faster than

low meaningful material"

1,he memory trace was the end-product with deeper initial encodings

leading to riêher, more durable traces. Íhis notion supplanted the need

to postulate separate memory stores along with a variety of mechanisms

for transferring material from one store to another. Memory was simply

characterized as the by-product of various information processing

DEPTHS OF PROCESSING: IS.TITERE A

SEMÀ¡{TIC CO}CTINUUIVI?



activities or stimulus analyzing operations."

Ttre depth of processing approach, although pârtially formulated

on the basis of a review of some of the earlier studies of Jer¡kins and

his associates (Hyde & Jenkins, 1969; Johnston & Jenkins, L97L), gener-

ated an enormous amount of research following the Craik and Lockhart

paper. Most of the findings provide experimental support for the notion

that deeper encodings result in better retention for both free recall

(Craik & Tulving, Lg75; Epstein, Phillips & Johnson, 1975; Hyde &

Jenkins, 1973) and recognition (Craik e Tulving, 1975; Elias & Perfet-ti,

L973¡ Seamon & Murray, L976). Most of these studies involved the use of

an incidental learning paradigm where an attempt was made to gain

control over Èhe encoding strategies adopted by Èhe subject" UsuaIIy the

subject was required to perform an orienting task by judging selected

characteristics of the stimulus materials. It is assumed that engaging

a subject in an orienting task provides a fairly strong means of con-

trolling that subjectrs encoding operations (Postman, L976). T\pically,

in a levels of processing experiment, the material is held constant and

the task demand.s are varied for each of several groups of subjects. For

example, Goldman and Pellegrino (1977) presented Èhree different orient-

ing tasks to subjects. If the stimulus to be processed was COPPER ttren

the three tasks thought to represent progressively deeper levels of

analysis v¡ere as follows: (a) "DoeS the word contain the letter p?"

(b) "Does the.word rhyme wiÈh 'hopperr?rr and (c) C'old is a metal . Is

?" Results indicated that the deeper processing suggested by

task (c) produced better memory than did the more superficial' less

meaningfuJ-, processing entailed in tasks (a) and (b).
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This nev¡ look in memory research represents a partial shift away

from traditional varial¡les (e"9., stimulus meaningfulness, study time

and associative strength between items) to a focus on the qualitative

nature of Èhe mental operations at input" Deeper levels of processing

presumably yield richer, more dura.ble memory traces. Íhe approach has

not been without its detractors, however, and as we shall see there are

still problems, especially as they relate to determining whaÈ criteria

can be for:nd that will predict, a príori, that a particular level of

encoding will induce a better memory trace than another.

Recently minor modifications have been made to the concept of

depth of processing. Factors such as stimulus elaboration (Craik c

Tulving, 1975), distinctiveness of encoding (Moscovitch & Craik, L976¡

Lockhart, Craik & Jacoby, 1916), r¡recision of .encod.i.ng (.Stein I ].gTg) attempt

to focus more closely on the mechanisms med.iated by the various orienting

tasks operating at input.

Thre Craik and Tulving (f975) series of e>çeriments, as Postman

(1976) points out, represents the most detàiled attempt to date to

systematically explore the relationship between levels of processing

of TBR words and their subsequent retention. Í'hese authors concLuded

that the notion of "depth" was too simplistic as an explanatory concePt

to account for the complete range of perceptual,/cogmitive analyses that

rnight be performed on a stimulus during encoding. Instead they opted

for the concept of "domains" of processing (Lockhart, Craik & Jacoby,

L976), a term suggested by Sutherland (L972) .

Àdditona1ly, they speculated that even within

ought to be replaced by "elaboration" or "spread" of

a domain depth

encoding since
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these te¡:rrs v¡ere more descriptive of the nature of the analyses carried

out at input. Nevertheless, the stress still remained very much on ttre

qualitative naÈure of the encoding operations" In fact, Craik and

Tulving (1975) adduced strong evidence to show that a fairly rapid and

"minimal semantic analysis is more beneficial tha¡ an el-aborate struc-

tural analysis (Experiment 5)" (p"289)"

In adopting the idea of domains, Lockhartr. Craik and Jacoby

(Lg76) suggested that various characteristics of words (e.g., orÈho-

graphic, phonemic or semantic) can be best thought of as existing at

separaÈe levels. Hence the concept of depth was retained in the sense

that the domains can be hierarchically arranged. fhe important question

became one of whether stimulus processing necessarily proceeds through

each of these domains until the level of analysis demanded by the encod-

ing task is reached. TLre authors themselves are somewhat vague on this

point. At one stage (p.78) it is claimed that with practice a complete

domain can be circumvented as \^¡hen an accomplished reader blpasses the

phonenr-ic stage completely (something the present author agrees with

entirely) , yet later in the same paper it is stated (p.80) that input

from the phonern-ic domain is a necessary prerequisite for word perception.

Ttris is diffiiutt to reconcile with evidence (Cattell, 1885) that sub-

jects are capable of perceiving whole words faster than they ca¡ a single

letter- Obviously word perception does not depend totally on either

Ietter-by-letter identification or some grapheme-phoneme recoding

mechanism.

More ïecentlv Graesser a¡rd Mandler (1975) conducÈed a study that

also indicated that domains may be blpassed with the learner proceeding



straight to the target domain" llLrese auttrors showed that subjects do

not retain me¡nory for the surface sÈructure of sentences when forced to

concentrate on semantic analyses. l"listler-Lachman (1975) also demonstrated

ttrat subjects can resolve depp structure or semantic ambigarity before

deÈecting and resolving ambigruities at the surface structure level of

sentences, Sr:bsequently, one of the co-authors in the Paper under review

conceded that deeper se$antic analyses can occur witÏ¡out any prior

structural analyses (Moscovitch c Craik, L976) "

fn conclusion, the status of depth as a concept descriptive of the

types of analyses that exist either within or across domains remains

gnclear. The present study explores the plausibility of utilizing depth

as an explanatory concept within a domain (e.g., the semantic domain) and

to assess whether qualitatively deeper stimulus analyses rrrill yield a

richer memory trace.

Certainly there is some experimental support for Cráik and

Tulving's (1975) suggestion that within a particular domain depth may be

better characterized by the "spread" or number of encoded features rather

than some ordered levels of analysis. Within the semantic dom4in, for

example, Klein and Saltz (1976) for:nd that subjeèts encoding along two

uncorrelated dimensions evidenced better recall than subjects who

elaborated the stimuli in terms of a single encoding dimension. In

attempting to examine what kinds of existing cognitive structrlres might

be involved i.n sema¡tic deep-level processing these authors initially

estimated correlations between the dimensions "happy-sad," "big-littler "

t'faSt-Slowr" and "pleasant-UnpleaSantr" based on subjectst ratings in a

pilot study. Sr:bsequently, under incidental learning conditions, subjects
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evidenced better reca1l after rating words on two dimensions than on a

single dimension, especially if the dimensions were uncorrelated, ê"9"r

t,pleasant-unpleasanttt a¡¡d "big-Iittle" (where the correlation between

the ratings was "05) "

However, t¡¡.e phrase "greater depÈh" implies qualitatively deeper

Ievels of cogmitive analysis, especialty within the semantic domain-

Moreover, it is intuitively appealing to think in terms of a semantic

continuum since the concept of semantic processing is so d'iverse and

hitherto generally not v¡eIl understood. Added to this is the idea that

iÈ is highty improbable thaÈ all semantic processing is equivalent"

Gíven a gradation of mernory performance contingent on type of depth of

processing, the continuum might eventualJ-y be used to examine more closely

the psychological nature of semantic processing itself (Baddeley, 1978) -

fhere is some empirical support for a depth-ordered semantíc

continuum. For example, Epstein, Phillips and Johnson (1975) demon-

strated. that asking subjects to find similarities between pairs of words

with different meanings or differences between words that were similar

in meaning ted to better recall than indicating similarities for

similar words or differences for different word pairs. The implication

is that encoding deeper se¡nantic features produced a more elaborate

memory trace. Íhese results are, of course, entirely compatible with

Lockhart, craik and Jacoby's (Lg76) contention that "a reasonably

familiar pattern or sti:nulus - response sequence [i-e., judging

similarities for simil-ar wordsl will be analyzed and encoded by a moder-

ate number of analytic operations and wiII result in a moderately rich

memory trace . , . Conversely, if the stimulus is novel, or difficult



to process. . . more analyses are carried out and a richer memory trace

results" (p. 79) " Notice too, that the different semantic tasks ín the Epstein'

phillips and Johnson study could be characterized. as requiring differing amounts

of conscious effort or attention in order that the task be successfully carried

out. fhis is important because memory Èhen becomes not only a function of the

number of encoded. features but it al-so is dependent on the qualitative nature

of the cognitive analyses, i.e., deeper analyses require more conscious

attention and hence produce richer and longer lasting memory traces.

Defininq Depth of Processing

fhere has been a qood deal of criticism aimed at the levels position

in terms of the circularity that exists with respect to an adequate definition

of depth ef;iprocessing (Baddeley, 1978; Gotdman & Pellegrino, 1971¡ Nelson,

;¡g1l). Generally, depth has been defined in terms of degree of stimulus

elal¡oration and is reflected in increased levels of recall or recognition.

Similarly, it is argued that welL-remembered stimuli must have been more deeply

processed. Processing tasks are chosen because researchers intuitively feel

task A requires more elaborate processing than task B. Iilost of the processing

activities falt into semantic and non-semantic categories, but as some authors

sugEest (Postman, Ig15; Postman & Ktuesi, L977) no independent crite,ria for

distinguishing semantic from non-semantic tasks have been developed. Consequently'

pntil recently, the only validation for any "l-evels" notion has been the

memoriaf consequences of the various orienting tasks themselves.

In an attempt to induce depÈh of processing and to break the circularity

surrounding the coñcept, Craik and Tulving (1975, ExperimenÈ 2) explored the

possibility that response latency might be associated with depth of encoding.

Subjects were asked one of three tlpes of questions: 1) "Is the word in capital

letters?" 2) t'Does the word rhyme \'iith PAr,AcE?" 3) "Does the v¡ord fit



the sentence tHe lived with his mother and father in a

confirmed' that as decision latency increased for Tasks 1) ' 2) ' and 3) (thought

to reflect ever deeper levels of processing) so did recognition performance.

It could be argued that these findings are predictable on the basis of total

stud.y time. In re-analysis of the data from Experiment 2 and a subseguent

study (Experiment 5) the same authors found a negative correlation between

study time and recognltion performance and hence concluded that retention is

not solely a function of study time. (For a fuller discussion of the Craik

and Tulving, 7975, series of experiments see Appendix A. ) That processing

time is not a major determinant of memory performance has also been suggested

by other studies (Carpenter, I974¡ Gardiner, I974¡ Gofdman & Pellegrino' 1977¡

Seamon & Murray ' 1976) "

In response to Nelsonrs Q9'17) argument that depth as a construct was

scientifically meaningless due to the lack of suitable definition Seamon and

Virostek (1978) derived an ordering of classification tasks based on subject-

defined depth of processing. Subjects were instructed to order thirteen tasks

(suggested by Netson as being representative of the various processing domains)

in terms of the depth of processing required by each task. Depth was defined

as the degree of difficulty associated with each task. fLre subject-defined

processing depth was tested for its predictive capabilities in an incidental

learning paradigm that employed the same questions with different subjects.

A significant correlation between the med.ian ranks of the classification

questions and thei¿ associated free-recall scores strengthened the claim

that memory performance is a positive frrnction of increasing depth of stimulus

processing. Additionatly the requirement that depth of processing be defined

independently of memory performance was met at least for a range of tasks drawn

from across the orthographic, phonemic and semantic domains. ft remains true

| ?rr Results



that no one has Produced

within a single domain"

Levels within Levels

Baddeley (1978) lamented the fact that there has been no real attempt

Èo delineate levels within any one domain be it structural, phonemic or

9

an independent depth-ordering of processing tasks

semantic. Vlithin the semantic domain, for example, .there is a need' to further

differentiate levels of analysis and to assess the relative effects of various

kinds of senantic processing tasks on memory (Craik & Tulving, 19'75; Klein ç

Saltz , 1976; Schulman, lg74; Seamon & IUurray' 1'976). As stated earlier, it

is the intention of the present study to explore the proposition thát within

a single domain different encoding processes will produce different memory traces-

Despite Bad.deley's (1978) claim that he is unaware of any evidence

suggestÍng that deeper levels of processing within the semantic domaín lead to

better retention both the Epstein, Phillips and Johnson (1975) and the Klein

and Saltz ,1976) studies described above tend to support the notion. In

the laÈter case the authors anticipated. a rieher memory for the two-dimension

rating group because it was reasoned that more semantic attributes of the

stimulus were actively encoded. This additive notion of encoding of stimulus

attributes has received e>çerimental support elsewhere, at least for free

recall (Goldman & Pellegrino, Ig77). Others too, have found that variable

encoding of the same items tends to facilitaÈe retention (Martin, f968; Nelson

& HilI , Ig74). tnlithin the phonemic domain, however, Nelson (1977) found

that subjects required to make two different decisions for each of two

repetitions retain"ed these words no better than subjects making the same

decision on each of two repetitions. A1so, Hyde (1973) for:nd that subjects

who processed word.s on two sema¡tic dimensions showed no better retention

than el.t1.er of the two gïoups who processed TBR \"tords on a single semantic



dimension only"

Despite the kinds of objections registered. by Nelson (1977) and Nelson

and Vining (1978) depth of processing continues to enjoy a qreat deal of

attention and the amoì.mt of research the concept is generating, shows no

sign of abating" While it is generally conceded. that the reliability of

depth of processing as a phenomenon, especially across domains, has been

adequately demonstrated it is equally certain that the validity of the

concept has not been fully documented" Because of this, the concept l-acks

both explanatory and predictive powers" For example, how do we determine,

a priori, whether generating a free associate in response bo a stimulus or

examining it to see if it fits meaningfully into a given sentence frame will

lead to better memory for that stimul-us? If depth of processing within the

semantic domain is to have any construct validity then two things must

1. The term t'depth of processing" must be operationalized by

clearly specifying the operations used to measure it. If depth implies

ordinal-ity then there must exist a¡ independently devised depth-ordering of

processing tasks within the semantic domaín"

2. The resulting taxonomy of processing tasks must be tested

empirically to see if the rankings can predict Ìrreviously obtained retention

differences.

t! 
---- 

L^rL *rqy ue sâ.id. that apart from establishing some predictive capability

for the ordering of depth of processing tasks, this ty¡pe of exercise will

reveal little of tÄe nature of depth of processing as a psychologicat concept.

Yet it remains true that, the theoretical principle that retention increases

as fr:¡ction of depth of stimulus processing has not been fully explored. It

is the contention here that deeper semantic encodings (to be independentllz and

IO
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operationally defined) wLll lead to richer, more persístent memory traces.

Íherefore, as a preliminary exercise' the present study began by

scaling a varietlz of semantic or meaning-producing acÈivities by having

subjects rate al1 tasks in a series of paired-comparisons using criteria

thought to encompass the concept of depth of processing" Following this

the scale was empirically validated in a series of incidental learning

experiments. If tasks rated as requiring deeper semantic analyses in

fact lead to stronger memory traces then an appealing notion would be

confirmed.



The specific purpose of the initial e>çeriment was to establish

an ordinal scale for nine tasks requiring processing English words and

which have been designated as involving semantic operations by 'levels'

researchers in recent years (Bellezza, cheeseman & Reddy ' l-977i craik ç

Jacoby, L975¡ Craik e Tulving , 1975; Hyde & Jenkins ' L969 ' L973; l"list1er-

Lachman, L9'75i Nelson, Wheeler, Borden & Brooks, 1974¡ Shulman, I97I) "

The nine tasks selected were noÈ exhaustive of the kinds of

semantic tasks employed but were chosen so as to be representative of

the range. Intuitively they were thoughÈ to vary with respect to the

complexity of the coginitive operations involved"

Method

EXPERIT4ENT I

sr¡bjects. lwelve r:ndergraduate students from a second year

experi:rental psychology course were recruited to perform tt¡e rather

d.emanding rating task which involved Fechner's (1860) method of paired

comparisons (see Torgerson, 1958). It \^¡as reasoned that as psychologry

majors the sr:bjects would be more conunitted to the task demands of the

e>qgeri:nent than any random sample of psycholoqy undergraduates. Subjects

received partial course credit for their participation.

Rating tasks. The nine tasks Èhat were selected for rating were

as follows:

1. Write a few words saying how the two words are different" (DIFF)

2. Living-Nonliving. Subjects were asked to circle each word as

'Living, if thè word described something that was in their opinion

Iiving, otherwise they were to circle the word 'Nonliving.' Similar
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judgnents tvere required for tasks 3 and 7" (L-NL)

3. Strong-9üeak (S-w) - see Task 2"

4" I,Irite a single meaningful sentence using both words. (2-ws)

5. Write two free associates for each word, i.e., which are the first

two words that come to mind when you tÏ¡ink of the word. (2-FA) 
"

6" Write a meaningful sentence incorporating ëach word" (l-WS)

7. Pleasant-Unpleasant (P-UP) - see Task 2-

8. Vilrite a few words saying how the two words are similar (SIM)

9" vürite an appropriate definition for each word" (oer¡

procedure. Each subject was presented with a four-page booklet

containing the 36 paired comparisons he,/she was to make' comparisons

were made wittr respect to a specific pair of English nouns which was

different for each subject. The 12 rve¡fl rpairs were chosen from Paivio'

Yuille and Madigan's (1968) norms. The nature of these l'¡ord pairs is

more fully described in E>çeriment. II" Each subject was randomly

assigned a word pair and the order of pages containing the ratings was

randomized across subjects with the additional requirement that half of

the subjects would rate from the bottom to the top of each page and' the

other half from the top to the bottom. The ordering of tasks on succes-

sive pages was randomly determined with the proviso that no task was

assigmed the same serial position on more than one Page.

As part of the general instructions the subjects were given

practice witÏ¡. each task by collectively working through the list of nine

tasks, keeping Èhe. pair ,pliers-crab' in mind. The E>çeri:nenter

demonstrated the procedure associated with each task. Following tJ:is

the sr:bjects were told that they would be required to compare each task
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to every other task in succession and to decide for each particular pair

which task involved more conscious effort or attention"

At tl"is jr:ncture the Experimenter elaborated on the nature of

deptJr of processing and its relationship to terms such as "depth" or

"spread of encoding" as porÈrayed in the literature (Craik & Jacoby' L975¡

craik & Tulving, Lg75; Lockhart, craik & Jacoby, L976) " IllustraÈions

using tasks from the non-semahtic domains \¡tere used to sharpen the con-

cepÈ in the minds of subjects prior to the rating task. Care was taken

to emphasize that depth was not necessarity to be equated with.time but

may likely have more to do with the complexity and qualitative natr:re of

the encoding operation or the amount of conscious effort or attention

required to carry out the task" Examples, again d'rawn from the non-

semantic domains, were used to bolster this point. Subjects were then

given a word pair to practice on for themselves and encouragfed to think

about the requirements of each task. The order in which tasks were

practised was randomly determined for each subject. Following practice

with each tlpe of task (see Appendix B for Practice Sheet) subjects were

given a single word pair (which was subsequently to be used in a later

experiment) and proceeded to indicate which task of all possible pairs

required moïe conscious effort or attention (see Appendix C for an

example of the paired-comparisons task) " Although encouraged Èo be

consistent in their ratings the subjects were expressly instructed not

to refer back to earlier ratings but rather Èo re-focus on the criteria

for rating if uncertain about a particular pair (see Appendix G).

Results and Discussion

Throughout t]lis Paper an effect is considered sigmificant nsing
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a sigmfficance leveI d =,05" The response patterns for the paired.

comparisons between the nine semantic tasks are contained in Aopend.ix

D. Where all raters lvere consistent .with.-respect to Èheir choices

the comparisons were read.ily reducible to rankings. ltÀro raters

(1 and 4) displalzed some inconsistencies in their choices but Kendall's

coefficient of consistency v/as hÍgh for both (.96) " The overall

ranks along with the word pairs upon which the ratings were based are

shov¡n in TabÌe ]."

It vTas important to establish the extent to which the raters

were in agreement wiÈh their ordering of the tasks. Accordingly,

Kendall's coefficient of concordance (9t) was calculated to be .74 arld

the chi-ssuare of 71.1-3 (with I degrees of freedom) associated with

this was highly significant (see Appendix E). There was thus a high

inter-rater consistencv in the ratinqs.

Since Vl is a measure of agreement among the raters one is tempted.

to.conclude that the rankings are correct and were ordered in terms of

the perceived amount of conscious attention or depth of processing.

Unfortunately, the high degree of consensus may also mean that the judges

were rnaking the comparisons in terms of some other criteria (e.9., time

or difficulty). Due to the relatively small number of circularities in

the overall comparisons. however, it would anpear that the judges were

rating along the dimension on wt¡-ich they were trained, otherwise it

would be reasonable to expect more inconsistencies in the comparisons

and less consensus among the judges. It is concluded., therefore, that

the high degree of agreement in fact reflects an ability of the subjects

to discriminate among the various tasks along a particular dimension in

a consistent fashion"
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Table 2 contains the rank-ordering of the nine semantic tasks"

From an examination of the rankings in Tables I and 2, apart from some

natural breaks, there does aPPear to be evidence for a real continbum'

It is interesting to note that the three tasks reguiring some tlpe of

relational encoding (SIM, DTFF a¡d 2-WS) were consistently rated near

the top of the scal-e. Tasks calling for the listing of definitive,

accompanying or associative attributes (DEF' I-VüS and 2,-FA) were ranked

higher than Èasks calling for a judgrment confirming the presence or

absence of a particular semantic attribute, i.e., s-w, P-uP' and L-NL.

rable 2

1. Finding a

2"' Finding a

3" Writing a

4 " V'lriting a

5. !{riting a

6. ?üriting 2

7 " Deciding

8" Deciding

9 Deciding

ordinal Scale of Nine Semantic Processing Tasks

Derived from Paired Comparisons Data

SimiLarity beÈween Two Vüords

Difference betr.¡een Bwo Words

Definition for Each Word

Sing1e Sentence for Both füords

Single Sentence for Each Word

Free Associates for Each Word

if each Word. is Strong or Vüeak

if each Word is Pleasant or Unpleasant

if each Word is Living or Nonliving

(SIM)

(DIFF)

(DEF)

:(2:jlis )

(r-ws)

(2-FÀ)

(s-w)

(P-uP)

(L-NL)



lÍhe derived scale of depth-ordered semantic tasks depicted in

Table 2 was ueed in Experiment ff to assess tlle question of whether

there exists a continuum of processing within the semantic domain. If

depttr of processing has been operationally defined as a result of the

scaling in Experiment I, then the ranking of the tasks should be highly

correlated with, and. predictive of memory performance after subjects

engage in each type of processing rrnder incidental-'Iearning conditions.

It was predicted that better retention would be associaÈed with tasks

rated at the top of the scale than those ranked toward. the bottom of the

scale "

Method

E>PERT¡4ENT II

Subjects. 135 undergraduate students, both males and females,

from introductory psychology sections at the University of lvlanitoba

served as subjects in thi-s experj:nent. Because the nature of the

semantic tasks required that subjects be familiar with the words used in

the experiment, only native speakers of English participated in the study"

Subjects \¡¡ere run in groups of 7-L2 persons and all subjects received

nominal course cred.it for their voluntary participation"

Desigm. Independent groups of 15 randomly assigmed subjects were

allotted one of tt¡e nine processing tasks in an incidental learning

paradigrm.

Stirnull. The stimuli were 24 unrelated nor-:ns selected from

Paivio, Yuille and.Madigan's (1968) nonns. fhey were chosen according

to the following criteria:



a) no v¡ord w'as an obvious associate of any other list word

Throughout the present series of studies it was decided to minimíze the

possiJcility of sr:bjects encoding via non-verbal images by keeping rated

rI' for aII sti:nulus words as low as possible" It has been established

that imagery value is a potent positive factor in the acquisition of

verbal information (Smythe & Paivio, 1968; Paivio, Smythe & Yuille, 1968).

It is recogmized, however, that a problem exists in attemptd-ng to

nominatly manipulate certain item properties (i.e., level of rated 'm')

while keeping others constant (e.g., rated'I') because of the complex

pattern of intercorrelations among various scaled attributes (Paivio,

b) each word. was low in both related rm' and rI'

Yuille & Madigan, 1968) "

c) none of the words

The stimuti (see Appendix F)

mean 'I' of 3.87 (SD = .80)-

For tasks requiring subjecÈs to relate to Èwo words at a time (SIM'

DIFF, and 2-WS), pairs were formed so as to match as cl-osely as possible

on rated ,m, and ,r,, so long as the two words did not begin with the

same letter. An additional restriction was that no tvlo living things

were paired (e.g., charlatan - wench).

Two sets of stimuli were prepared. For the six single-word

conùitions the 24 stimuli were typed in upper case letters on acetate"

They were mounted on 2 x 2 inch (5.08 x 5.08 sn) slides for projection by

a Kodak Carousel- Projector. The second set of 12 slides contained two

words typed one above the other. For each set the order of presentation

was the same for al1 nine tasks.

19

was categorically related

had a mean 'm' of 4.43 (So = .57) and a
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Procedure" Fifteen subjects were randomly assigmed to each of

nine experimental cond,iÈions according to Èhe order of their apPearance

in the laboratory with the restriction that within a particular session

there were n sr:bjects in each condiÈion before there \,¡ere n+l subjects

in any condition" This only occurred where various tasks shared the

same rate of preseniation of the stjmuli" An attempt was made to keep

the n the same across experJmental conditions throughout the study,

although subjects who missed participating because of illness or laÈeness

made this reguirernent difficult to meet with any real stringency"

srrl-rio¡l-q were informed that the purpose of the experiment was to

collect information on how people perceived and. reacted to certain as-

pects of English words. They were told that a series of nouns were to be

presented visually and. they would have to complete a specific task with

respect Èo that word. (or two words) (see Appendix G for general

instructions). Response bookleÈs containing specific instructions

relative to each task (see Appendix G) were issued to each subject and

following a practice slide stimuli \,¡ere presented either singly or in

pairs accord,ing to the particular e>çerimental condition" For tasks L-NL,

P-UP, and S-!l the presentation time was 10 seconds. For the 2-FA task

subjects sarv the word for 15 seconds, while for the DEF and I-WS tasks

the words were exposed for 20 seconds. The remaining three tasks (2-WS,

ÐIFF, a¡d SIM) had a longer presentation rate of 30 seconds to allow

Èime for completion of the task. Slide onset was under the control of

an electronic timer.

After list presentation the experimenter collected the booklets

and issued subjects with written instructions for an une>cpected test of

free recall (see Appendix C) . There was a three-minute period betr^¡een



the conclusion of the processing and ttre signal to begin

words" Sr:bjects were allowed a maximum of three minutes

after which they were questioned as to whetÌ¡er they had

test. No one reported having ttrat expectation.

Results and Discussion

The raw data for E>qperiment TI are contained in Appendix H while

the summaries of the vaiious analyses are sho\,¡n in Appendix I " f t should

be noted that. comparisons among the various tasks were based on the number

of words correcÈIy recaIled" fhe possiJcility tJeat subjects in the

relational encoding tasks (2-ws, SI¡4 & DIFF) were organizing both words

into a higher order memory unit (îulving, 1968) is acknowledged. In

fact, an examination of sr:bjects' free recall sheets confirmed that

subjects tended. to recall words presented as pairs in adjacent positions.

ILre mechanism involved is also seen as being similar to redintegrative

memory as described by Horowitz and Prytulak (1969) ; recall of one

item of the pair leads almost direcÈly to the other. In tJre present

study, however, the relationship of prime interest is between the depth-

ordered scal-e and memory performance. The number of responses of each of

the nine groups is shor.¡n in Table 3. An analysis of variance revealed.

an overall significant difference among the nine means, F (8 'L26) = 6.65.

As Table 3 reveals'th"t. is some partial support for the prediction

that recall would be a function of scaled depth of processing. For

example with the exception of the last three tasks the order of recall

followed nicelS from pred.ictions based on tJ:e .independently ordered

scale. CIearIy, ho*a.rar, there are some anomalíes in terms of what the

scale predicts" To begin with the SfM task, rated as the Èask requiring

greatest depth of processing, ranked eighth in overall recall. Similarly,

2I

recalling the

for free recall

expected a memory



the DEF and DIFF groups produced relatively poor recall in terms of

their rankings"

Careful inspection of the recall protocols for the DB group

revealed that of ttre 360 definitions that should have appeared in the

response booklets, on 1OB occasions the definition was not known. In

the few instances where something was written it was usually inappropriate'

€"9., "A buffoon is a kind of monkey;" "Armadillo is a type of flower"

or "A henchman is one who henches." Except for "bard" and "fallacyn"

Tab1e 3

Mean Recall for Each Group in Experiment II

Second.s

X

Tlpe of Processing and Presentation Time

L-NL

l0

5.20

only 11 of those 108 words appeared in the subjectsr recall sheets. In

the case of "bard" and "fallacy" they were the third and second last

words presented" respectively. Despite the three minutes between the end

of list presentation and the beginning of recaIl a recency effect may

account for the few times these two rvords were recalled at all" Bjork

and lrihitten (Ig74) and Tzeng (1973) have shown that recency effects are

not altogether dissipated by interpolated activity. It is concluded,

therefore, that the DEF, SIM, and DIFF tasks could not be expected to

show good recall when such a large proportion of the words were unfamiliar

to some subjects. In fact, it seems clear that these tasks which

¿¿

P_UP

10

/.JU

s-w 2-FA 1-?üS

l0 15 20

7 .20 7 .46 10.20

z-wÞ DEr

30 20

11.53 8.73

required. either listing, comparing or contrasting definitive attrjlcutes

DTFF SIM

30 30

9.40 6.80
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of the v¡ords or their referents, were beyond the capabilities of

subjects when the stimuli were so unfamiliar that essential features

could noÈ be extracted from semantic memory. Ttris l-ine of reasoning

is supporÈed by Jacoblz, BarLz and Evans (1978) who claim that if

the task demands require the subiect to I'dea1 with meaning (this)

should have little effect if the material is so impoverished as to

be unable to support a meaninqful analvsis" (p. 332) "

It is likely that subjects were attempting to retrieve items

by utilízing a tlpe of backwards scanning mechanism (Lockhart, Craik

& Jacoby, a976) to exanr-ine the contents of episodic memory. Because

of the time lag between acquisition and recall d,ue to the relatively

Iong presentation rates associated with these tasks, it is not.

surprising that the items were relatively inaccessible.

Despite the low sÞearman rank order correlation (p = .38)

between the scafed tasks and the recall scores, primarilv due to the

problems described above, Tab1e 3 indicates that generally recall

increased as a function of rated depth of processing" Since there'

was some general support ror the depth-ordered scale it v¡as decided

to repeat E>rperiment II using stimuli more compatible with the working

vocabularLes of the average college or university student, thus enabling

a fairer assessment of the hiqher order tasks and their effects on

msmory performance"



For the most pa.rt the research design, procedures and tasks used

in Experiment II remained the same for the present study. The only

obvious change \,vas to increase the meaningfulness of the stimuli white

attempting to keep the 'Ir values at a minimum. As e:çIained earlier,

this was done to minimize the possilcle additive effects of imagery

duríng acquisition across the various incidental orienting tasks (Paivio'

1976) .

Method

E)PERIMENT III

Subjects and Design" the subjects were 135 University. of lÍanitoba

undergraduates, both males and females, participating to fulfill an

introductory psychology course requirement. Again, participants were

restricted to those whose first language was English. The subjecÈs l^Iere

randomly assigmed in order of their appearance Èo one of tÌ¡e nine

between-sub j ects conditions "

Stimuli" The stimuli were 24 unrelated nouns selected from the

saine norms as E>rperiment II (Paivio, Yuille & Madigan, 1968) " Again'

obvious associates and categorically related words were not chosen. The

stimuli were still relatively low meaningful words with a mean 'm' of

5.77 (s"d" = "78) and, mean oI' of 4.6I (s.d. = .81) " The average 'm'

for these words was siginificantly higher than those used in Experiment

II, t(46) = 7.05, and yet still below the mean 'm' for Paivio, Yuille and

Madigan's (f%8) norms. The rationale for increasing the 'm' value for

the stimuli as mentioned above was based on the assunption that subjects

would be more familiar with their meaning attributes and hence better

able to perform the more complex tasks (i.e. ' SIM, DIFF' and DEF). The

complete list is contained in Appendix F.



Pfocedgfe" fhe experimental procedures detailed on rrages 19

and 20 and. instructions to subjects as d.escribed. in Appendix G for

Experiment II were retained for Experiment III" fn order to restrict

presentation rate to three levels, however, the 2-FA task which occupied

the subjects for -l-5 seconds per word in Experiment II was altered so

that subjects would be required to produce a single free associate for

each stimulus. word. Ln 10 seconds (l-FA), thus equating this task for

time wl.th all other single words tasks, except DlF and. 1-WS which were

maintained. at a presentation rate of. 20 seconds cer word.

Results and. Discussion

TLre raw data for Experiment III are contained in Appendix H

while the srurunary of the one-way analysis of variance is shown in

Appendix I" As in Experiment II, results ind.icated. an overall

sl,gnificant difference among the mean number of words recalled. for

each of the nl.ne e><_oerimental conditions (F(8,126 = 7.3I) " These

means are presented in Table 4 and with a single exception the data

conform with the pred.ictions based on the scale developed in Experiment

I" In fact, the Spearman ra¡k order correl-ation coefficient was highly

sigrnifi.cant (p = .98) "

'JA¡re 4

Mean Recall for Each Group in Experiment IfI

Seconds

x

Probing the omnibus F-test¿ again

method for pairwise contrasts (see Kirk,

L.NL

.10

o. +u 7.53

s-try l-¡ ¿\

10 10

7 .93 8.06

1-?ûS

20

ó-¿o

2-I^1S

30

10. 53

with the use of

1968) revealed

DEF

zv

11. 60

DIFF SIM

30 30

10.86 11.80

Ttkeyts (HSD)

several
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significant pairwise comparisons. For example, judgìng how two words

night be sinrilar in meaning (SIM) :'ielded higher recall than alll.other

conditions excePt DEF, DfFF, and 2-WS" Simitarly DEF outperformed

all groups except 2-WS, ÐIFF, and SIM. Other significant contrasts

hrere DIFF was superior to both P-UP and L-NL" Additionally 2-VüS

recalled significantly more than L-NL

Of a1I the sicrnificant differences, one of particular ímportance

is the difference betvleen DEF. and l--I{S since (a) they are both single

word tasks and (b) they both received the same rate of presentation

(i.e., 20 seconds)" Dtr was rated as involving'greater depth of

processing than l-WS and the difference in l-evel of recall empirically

validates their difference in rank at least for this level of meaningfulness.

Tkre suspicion that the une>çected low recall of groups associated

with the SIM, DIFF, and DEF groups in E>çeriment II was due to the

impoverished nature of the stimuti vis-à-vis these particular tasks was

¡nnfimoÁ Èrrr thq reSUltS Of Èhe present Stud.lz. USing a SerieS Ofvv¡¡! ¡r ¡t¡es vJ

t-tests to compare differences in level of recall for each condition

from Experiment II to Experiment ITI it was found that both SIM and DEF

groups increased in their leve1 of recall significantly (L(28) = 3.72 and

t(28) = 2.67. respectively)" The DIFF group also increased its level

of recall (_t (28) = l.7O) although this difference was not of the same

magnl.tude. In all other condiÈions there were no statistically sigmificant

improvements in recall"

Interestìn9ly¡ the level of recall for l-WS and 2-WS was less in

E>q>eriment III than Experiment II. One possible interpretation is that

ln Experlment II these ìtems, beìng essentially disimilar, as well as

Iow in meaningfulnessf h¡ere given a more unique encoding which subsequently
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proved to be more resistant to inter¡item interference at recall

(Wickelgren, 1975). To bolster this point further Stein (1978) and

Craik and'Tulving (1975) both agree that, in addition to depth of

processing, retention also rests on the subjectrs ability to encode

inputs in a unique way thus enabling the differentiation of one encoding

from su.bsequent encodings" To reiterate, we suggest that the tendency

for 1-WS and 2-WS groups to show better recall in Experiment II with

lower 'mr words may be e>çIained by positing that the sentential

contexts for these unrelated. words were so dissimilar as to provide

unique encodings which subsequently facilitated recall

While the overall results of Experiments II and III appear to

validate the scale and provide general support for the hynothesis that

deeper or more elaborate encod.ing within the semantic continuum leads to

better.memory performance, at least for free recall, there may be some

alternatlve explanations that can account for the present data"

It would appear that recall might also be an increasing function

of presentation time despite considerable evidence to the contrary cited

earlier" Certainly there are some large d.ifferences in study time

among the single word tasks. Before this explanation can be entertained

seriously, howeverf one has to account for the significant pairwise

comparison (DEF > ]-WS) already mentioned since both tasks enjoved Èhe .

sarne presentation rate" À1so, DI!'F and SIM recalled more words than

DEF al-though the total study time was six and eight minutes for Èhe DIFF,

SIî4 and DEf ræpectively"

f'l:e results of the present e>çeriment support the conce.pt of

a continur¡¡n of depth of processing within the semantic domain. Taken



together with the data of Seanon

seem Èo be good evidence for the

within and across domains"

and Virostek (1978) there would

levels of processing hlpothesis
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E>çerirnent rV attempted to resolve some of these concerns about

the possibility of relational encoding in some tasks and total study

time differences as well as test the seneralizabilitv of the effects

obtained in Ðçeriments lI and IIf by:

1) varying further the level of meaningfulness of the stimulus

materials "

EXPERTMENT TV

2) restricting the orienting tasks to five, all of which invol-ved

single word tasks. A new semantic task, i.e., judging whether a word.

is an exemplar of a given category was included in the range of tasks-

3) altering the demands placed. on the subject so as to require

rati-ngs on a bipolar dimension for each task. This change in experimental

procedure allows for equality of presentation time across each of the

semantic processing conditions "

Method

Subjects. Fifty UniversiÈy of Manitoba undergrad.uates \¡rere

tested in groups of 7-1-2 and received nominal course credit in return for

their participation. Once again the language restriction operated and

only native English speakers were admitted to the study.

Pesign. AII sr:bjects in the present experiment received the same

set of stimulus words and ernploved each of the five processinq conditions

in a completely within-subject design"

ltimuli. TLre stimuli were 34 unrelated nouns taken from

RÌegelrs (1965) Michigan Restricted Association norms and represented
{

an overall. increase in level of meaninqfulness compared to the words

used in E>çeriment ff and III (see Appendix F) "
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Tasks; The tasks perfo::rred by the sr:bjects were as follows:

I" Sentence (SENT) " This task required the subject to rate a

Sentence on a ttgood-poorot dimensionr €.9., u'llle anger of tt¡e crowd grew

in intensity over the referee's decisions"¡l

2" Definition (oer¡ " The subject was required to rate a defini-

tion on a ttgood-poor" dj¡tensionr ê.9., ".Anger is a strong emotiOnr like

hate, where often the adrenalin runs high."

3. Free Associate (FA). ê.9., "the first word that comes to

mind when you look at the word (ANGER) could be lIA1]E.o' Subjects rated

on a "Iikely-unlikely" scale.

4" categorar (Cer) " "The word above (ANGER) is a type of e¡notion"

Subjects rated âIong a "good exampJ-e - poor example" dimension"

5" Living-Nonliving (L-NL) " Subjects were asked to judge if each

word. (e.g., ANGER) was a living or a nonliving thing"

- For each processing condition the E>çerimenter constructed the

rating tasks so that srrbjects would be e>çected to always rate towards

the positive end of each continuum (except of course in the L-NL condi-

tion). That is to say, each definition was written so as to include at

least three of the definitive attributes listed in Riegel's norms.

Similarly, the SENr sentences written for each word were approximately

the same length as the DEF sentences but did not necessarily contain a

definitive attribute. In the FA condition the strongest free associate

given for eac*r word was taken from that section of the norms. For the

CAT condition the most often cited superordinate v¡as chosen' against

which the exemplar was to be rated as a good example or a poor example

of that category. Appendix G gives an example of the definition' sentence,



free assocíate, category judgrments and living-nonliving tasks.

I) TLre 30 TBR words were randomly broken up into groups of five"

2) Within each group of five words tasks tvere counter-balanced

across subjects and this was continued until 50 booklets were made up.

3) The order of words within the booklets was shuffled thoroughly

so that the order of words and tasks was completely randomized across

subjects "

Bookl-ets were made up according to the following procedures:

' 4) Íhe only restrictions to 3) was that no two successive words

started with the same letter and no more than two adjacenÈ items

required the same processing task"

The remaining four words were used as trtro primary and two recency

buffers and.were counter-balanced and randomized in the same way as

already mentioned before being added to the front and. back of each booklet"

Procedure" Each subject received a booklet face down on the desk

and. was to1d, as in earlier studies, that the experiment was concerned

with how people perceive a¡d relate to certain aspects of conmon English

words. Briefly, the nature of each task was described and demonstrated

3I

on an overhead projector. The time allotment for each task was fixed at

10 seconds per word. because of the within-sr:bject nature of the desigm"

Subjects were instructed to turn the page and complete tÌ¡e next task at

Èhe sound of a tone but not before"

Following completion of the rating tasks subjects were given an

une:,+)ected. Ëest of memory under free recall conditions. At tJ:e conclusion

of free-recall subjects iated al-l possÍble pairs of taslts ln a

paired-comparison procedure with respect to the five semantic processing



tasks used in this e>çerjment (see Appendix Ç

comparisons) " The criterion for rating each

Experi:nent I¡ i.e", which task required more

tion to carry out?

Results and Discussion

Ratings. The response patterns for each of tl¡e 50 sr:bjects are

depicted ín Appendix o. Note that seven raters (ss 9, !L, L6, 33' 34,

39, and 45) \^7ere somewhat inconsistent in Èheir rankings and Kendall's

coefficient of consistency in each case was "8" This coefficient was

sr:bsequentty utilized to determine that each raÈer's preferences contained

a single circular Èriad (e.g. n A+B+C-+A) " The proba-bility of d (the number

of circular triads) for this few stimuli is quite high at "766 (see

Kendall a Babington-Smith, 1939) and accordingly the null hlpothesis that

the choices were allotted at random cannot be rejected for these subjects.

However. there \¡¡as a high degree of consistency among the other 43 raters"

An analysis to determine the degree of overall agreement included all

50 judges. Kendall's coefficient of concordance (W) was found to be .58.

The X2 associated with this value iif 116.5 is high1y signrificant (see

Appendix E. The probability under the nulf hypothesis (that the judges'

ratings are unrelated) is therefore rejected" The rank order of tt¡e

five tasks based on the paired comparison data is shown in Table 5"

Recalt" The mean recall of 3ô words for each type of processing

is shown in Teble 6. Although the booklets contained 34 words, in order

to minimize the primacyr/recency effects the first two and last two

iÈems in each booklet hrere struck from the recall sheets of each subject"

An inspection of Table 6 indicates afl afmost complete reversal in terms

of scale order of the tasks in Table 5'

5¿

for an example of the l0

pair was tlte same as in

conscious effort or atten-



Ordinal Sca1e

Derìyed fr'orn

1" Rating

2" RaÈing

3. Rating

4. Rating

5. Rrating

Table 5

of Five Semantic

Comparigons Data

a Sentence on "Good-Poor" dimension (SENT)

a Definition on "Good-Poor" dimension (onr¡

a Given Free Associate as "Likely-Unlikely" (FA)

a lrlord as "Good-Poor" exampJ-e of a given category (CAT)

words as Living-Nonliving (L-NL)

Processing Tasks

in Experlment IV

lvlean

fYpe of

55

Table 6

Recall of Words as

Semantic Processing

x

The obÈained F-ratio was significant, F(4,196) = l'5-667, (see Append'ix I)

and Tukey's-E€p teg.t-Giyhr l-968L reveal-ed the L-NL yielded signíficantly

higher recall than all other conditions except FA" Additionally' both

L-NL

2.7 4

DEF and FA tasks produced better reca1l than SENT"

a Function of

in E4periment IV

The intned.iate and peqplexing question that springs to mind is why

did the SENT task,. ranked as the task requiring greatest depth of

processing in terms of conscious effort, lead to the poorest recall?

CAT

r. 84

FA

¿..4ó

DEF

2. O0

SENT

t. 20
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lvloreover, how does one account for the superior retention of the L-NL

group againsÈ all otl¡er groups except FA in spite of its being ranked.

at the bottom of the scale by 41 out of the 50 judges?

straightforward manner especially the marked increase in recall associ-

ated with L-NL task. One possiJcitity is that subjects, when carrying out

the L-NL Èask' did so quickly and. subsequently engaged in further encod-

ing strategies for the remainder of the 10 second period allot.ted for

each task. It was obvious, on the basis of casual observation, that

It is difficult to account for the present findings in any

subjects h¡ere completing this Èask in less than half of the allotted time"

Why they might engage in additional processing remains unclear but sub-

jects may well hãve been sensitized by the nature of the other processing

tasks in this within-subject design to engage in additional processing.

One could also speculate that the L-NL task called for an objective judg-

ment (i.e., one that is pÒtentially right or wrong) hence requiring more

conscious attenÈion, but tt¡en so did the CAT task and words associated.

with this task were relatively poorly recalled. The poor recall of CAT

group is interpretable in the light of a study done by Buschke and

Lazar (1973) who found. that catègory.gsss snp.plled onty, at lnr¡ut Cas in

the present study) tended to create a tl1)e of cue overload since they

recalled fewer words than a group who received the.'TBR word.s in the

absence of any cues at input"

Postma¡r (1975) suggested that a particular orienting Èask e.9.,

L-NL may not only influence the initial encoding of the TBR itêm but. if

time pernuits secondary activities such as displaced rehearsal may Èake

place. Jacoby (Ig74) called this "looking back" through the tist and

the effect of this may have led to some functional organization of the
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list that enhanced subsequent levels of recall" I{hat is being

suggested is that the wittrin-subject design Potentially enabled the

subject to engage in add.itional processing (of the kind required by

some of the 'deepert tasks) when time pernitted" This could not have

occurred for the SENT and DEF tasks since subjects were occupied for

most of the 10 second period for rating.

One still has to account for the present pattern of results which

are discrepant not only with the scale but also the data obtained in

Experiments II and III. As Post¡nan (1975) correctly pointed out "the

iÈem property nominally manipulated may not be the functionally effec:

tive one" 1p.45), and this may be due to the complex intercorrelation

of item attributes as mentioned earlier. In the present study there was

an overall increase in the tmr of the sÈimul-us words" As rated tmt of

word stimuli increases it is more difficul-t to hold "I" at a low or con-

stant value due to the high intercorrelation between the two aÈtril¡utes

(Paivio, Yuille & Madigan, 1968). Perhaps in the context of making a

L-NL judgment the subjects were encouraged to summon up an image of the

word, s referent thus adding a highly effective imagery dimension to the

sr:bject's encoding. Were this the case, the recall results would not be

surprising since the advantage of imagery over verbal encoding strate-

gies are well documented in free recall (Paivio, 1971) " In addition'

Paivio (Lg72 , Lg76) posited that highly concrete items may be dually

encoded as a tesult of both imaginal and verbal processingt" Moreover'

he postulated that these two codes may combine additively to facilitate

mêmory performance. Levy and Craik (1975) advanced further evidence to

the effect that separate codes may be additive in their effects on

memora¡"
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The relatively poor recaIl associated with the two tasks where

the TBR word was embedded in a sentential context also bears close

scrutiny" In terms of imagery it has been demonstrated that sentences

are less likely to invoke an image t]¡an concrete words or their refer-

ents (paivio, 1971 ). A more plausible e>çlanation might involve the

nature of orienÈing tasks the¡nselves which were changed from sr:bject-

generated (and perhaps idiosyncratic) encodings to a ratíng task where

the encodings for SENT, DEF, FA, CAT tasks were supplied by the experi-

menter. It is probably legitimate to ask whether presented encodings

can potentiate a conflict or type of interference with the subject's own

encoding. A study by Duffy and Montague (197I) provides partial support

for this interpretaÈion. They showed that providing subjecÈs with

sentence mnemonics hindered learning performance. These authors con-

cluded that e:çerimenter-supplied mnemonics may constitute a source of

interference and effectively prevent subjects from generating more dis-

tinctive encodings for the¡nselves. Certainly there is ample evidence to

d.emonstrate that sr:bject-generated mnemonics produce better memory

performance than equivalent ones supplied by the e>çerimenter (Bobrow &

Bower, L969¡ Bower & Winzenz, I97O). Bobrow and Bower argued that subjêct-

generated encodings actively involve the subject, thereby fostering a

deeper understanding of verbal seçluences, and hence facilitate reca1l"

Ttlat the change in the experimental demands made on the subjecÈs

may have affected the t11pe of encoding merits further consideration"

For instance, the sr:bjects were no longer reguired to write each stimulus

word a¡d it may be arg:ued that in the SENT and DEF tasks, for example,

the sr:bjects were rating the sentences Pg Se as "good" or "¡)oor" without

being disposed to selectively attend to the TBR word e¡nbedded in that
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sentence (Postman & Kruesi L977). In facË, both tasks may have been

construed by subject.s as judging "how ¡¡e11" the TBR r^rord fitted inËo the

given sentence. This task paral1e1s tasks used by Craik and Tulving

(1975) and Hyde and Jenkins (1973). trÍhile the former study found pro-

víding sentential conÈexts for TBR words facilitated recall, Hyde and

Jenkinsr (1973) resul-ts were símilar to the present findings, i.e.,

experiuenter-províded sentential coritexts 1ed to relatively poor recall.

Subjects may not have been selectively attending to and encoding Èhe

TBR word as consistentlv for the SENT task where often the TBR word

oecurred aË the end of Ëhe sentence as part of the predicate (e.g., Èhe

detective in charge of homicide expected an early arrest). Perhaps iË

would have been better atÈended to if it had been the subject of the

senËence, as \^ras the ease in Ëhe DEF task r¿here Ëhe TBR word always

occurred as the subject of the sentence, e.8., "Homicide, like murder,

is'the intentional slaying of a human being."

Furthermore, it could be argued thaË although the sentence for the

DEF and SENT tasks !üere experimenÈer supplied, the sentential contexts

srere nore distinctíve for Èhe bEF task in Ëhe sense that definitive

features or attributes of Èhe TBR word were cont,ained ín each senËence.

this noËion of "distincÈiveness" paralleJ-s Èhe concepÈ developed by

MoscoviËch and Craik (1976) and empahsízed by Reed Hunt, and MiËche11

(1978) where distinctiveness refers to the extent that features encoded

as a resutt oi some ineidental t,ask are specÍfic to the TBR word. If this

were the case, however, reca11 for the DEF group should have produced

rich encodings and, therefore, better recall. Although the definitive

aËtributes r^rere clearly specifÍed in each sentence (see Appendíx F) as



Klein and Saltz (L976)

specified and activated

noted, perhaps the attril¡utes have to be both

during encoding for recall to be maximal"
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The overriding coneern with the results of the previous experiment

was the possibility that there may have. been severe carry-over effects'

especially to those tasks where the rating was completed. well- within the

prescribed time period of 10 seconds, thus affording subjects the oppor-

tunity for further encoding. It is felt that thís may have been

especially true for the L-NL, CAT, and FA Èasks. Accordingly, it was

decided to repeat Experiment IV but change the rate of presentation from

a fixed interval (10 seconds) to a self-paced procedure for each subject

to minimize the possi-bility of sr:bjects engaging in processing additional

to the task requirements" Secondly, it was decided to revert to a

between-subject desigm to eliminate potential carry-over effects across

experimental conditions "

Method

EXPERTMENT V

Q,rlrio¡{-c Seventy-five male. and. female sr:bjects were tested invw ,ev ev c

groups of 5-7 " In return for their voluntary participation they were

given a nominal- course credit. The subjects were selected from the same

population, with the same language restriction as in all previous

experiments "

Design" The experiment \{as a between-subject desigm utilizíng

the same five semantic orienting tasks fron E>periment Iv. Groups of

15 subjects were randomly assigined to each tlpe of processing task

accord.ing to the order of their appearance in the laboratory.

Stimuli and.lmaterials. l¡Àrenty-four word.s were randomly selected

from the list of 30 items used. in Experiment IV for presentation in

booklet form (see Appendix F). lhe order of word presentation was the
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same across al1 conditions" Once again buffer items were employed to

counter possiSle primary a¡d recency effects"

Procedure. FolLowing the same general introduction as before'

subjects in each condition were instructed as to tl:e nature of their

particular rating task. Examples were demonstrated on ala overhead pro-

jector and the experi:nenter answered individuaL queries regarding the

experjmental procedure. Sr:bjects were permitted to proceed through the

booklets at tt¡eir ov¡n pace sigmalling Èo the ex¡rerimenter at the conclu-

sion of the task" The time taken for the task was noted for each subject

following which he/she was given a sigmal to Èurn over the sheet contain-

ing written instructions for free recall (see Appendix G). Following

free recatJ- subjects were debriefed and questioned as to whether Èhey

had. expected a memory test" None admitted having that expectation"

Results and Discussion

data for this study and. to Appendix I for the relevant statistical dnalyses'

Recal-I" Table 7 shows the mean recall for each of the five e><peri-

mental conditions. An analysis of variance revealed a sigmificant F

ratio (F(4,70) = 10.18), with all pairwise comparisons between SENT and

the other four conditioirs being significant according to Tukey's (HSD)

,criterion (Kirk, 1968). None of the other pairwise comparisons was significant"

It is disconcerting to note that once again the order of recall

bears little ¡esemblance to the ordinal scale as determined in E>çeriment

IV. Apart from the low recall of the SENT condition there are no

sigmificant differences between the means of the remaining four tasks"

This is interpreted to mean that how facilitative a particular orienting

task is as an encoding mechanism is dependent upon both the nature of

The reader is referred to Appendix H for an overview of the raw



Mean Recal-I and Average Processing Tine Per ltem

for Each Group in ExPeriment V

Mean Recall

lvlean Process,Èng

Table 7

the TBR material and the degree of conscious or cogmitive effort

T!'.pe of Processing

involved. in encoding (i"e., e>rperimenter supplied vs. subject-generated

encodings). Ttle question again arises as to whether rating an exLern-

ally provided encoding requires as nÍuch conscious attention or effort as

an encoding generated by the subject"

Processing time. As can be seen in Tab1e 7 there are sr:bstantial

L-NL

9. 80

4. 33

CAT

'lì (?

b. ) /

4L

differences in the amount of time spent rating the words in terms of

each particular type of processing, (F(4,70) = L6.02)" Several pairwise

comparisons as determined by Tr:key's (1953) HSD test were also statis-

tically significant" The L-NL group's average encoding time of 4"33

seconds per item was faster than all other conditions" In spite of

this, mean recall of L-NL was sùperior to that of the SENT group, for

example, where tJ:e average tjme required to complete t}te orienti-ng task
a

for'each item was more than twice as long. This finding adds further

weight to stud.ies (already cited) reporting a lack of correlation

between processing tjrre (once thought to be an independent index of

FA

8. 73

?R?

DEF

Lj..2

8.92

SENT

5"60

9. 16



depth of processingl and retention"

The present study would appear to cast dor¡bt on some of the

reasons offered for the disparate results of Experiments II and III

versus IV. To begin with, it can no longer be clai:ned that the relative

êdvantage of the L-NL conditions vis-à-vis the other semantic process-

ing tasks was totally a function of carry-over effects or displaced

rehearsal" By purposely running subjects in small grouPs, it was

obvious to the author that sùbjects \'irere reasonably task-oriented' i.e,,

they seemed not to spend unequal amour¡ts of time performing the Ëask for

successive words. On the contrary, they appeared to work. through the

booklets at a steady, even pace, Thus, the perfonrtance of t.i.e L-NL task

in Experiment Iv cannot unequivocatly be aÈtrjlcuted to any additional

encoding that may have taken place during thaÈ portion of time left over

after the rating of each ry6¡fl Ehich it is now assumed must have taken less

than five seconds. Note, however, that the recall of L-NL in the present

study ra¡¡ks third as against first in E>rperiment IV" Perhaps, reverting

to a between-subject design, thus eliminating sequencing effects from

task to task, partially accounts for this relative decrernent in recall.

what stitr needs to be e>çlained is: (a) the poor recall- of the

SBIT group despite taking the longest amount of time to compiete the

task for each word. (b) fhe apparent absence of a continuum of process-

ing within the semantic domain, the sENT group notwithstanding"

To restate an earlier line of reasoning, it may be argued that in

the SENT condition the features of the task were irrelevant or even

antagonistic for oitimat encoding of the TBR word in the context of

iating the sentence along a "good-poor" djmension. Despite being
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instructed to look at the word first and then rate the sentence in

terms of the word at the top of the Page some srrbjects reported during

debriefing that they often took no particular notice of the v¡ord' and

instead silçIy rated the sentence itself" There is no way of knowing

how often this happened, especially since ttre subjects \n¡ere not required

to copy the TBR word down, as they were in Experiments II and III"

The second source of concern is twofold. To begin with there is

no solid evidence for a continuum of semantic processing in terms of

sigmificant differences in recall between Èhe various levels of encoding-

Secondly, there is no relationship between the scale' derived from the

paired comparison data, and tJle retention functions in Errperiments IV

and V" It should be borne in mind, however, that boÈh the scaling and

recall d.ata were obtained from the same subjecÈs. This was not the case

for the originally derived sca1e. Moreover, in E>çeriment IV there was

no.concerted attempt to sensitize the raters to the concept of depth of

processing or its associated connotations beyond the printed. instructions

(see Appendix G) as was done with the original scaling exercise' It

may well be that atthough there was high agreement anong the raters,

they could have been a1loÈting their preferences in terms of some other

criterionr ê.g", time required to complete the task. There is some

indirect evidence to supPort this notion" The scale ordered tasks

depicted in Table 5 correlate perfectly with tt¡e amount of time required

to carry out.each of the tasks (see Table 7) " Since the rankings r¡¡ere

done by all sr-:bjects inunediately after recall , it is quite possiJcle tl¡at.

'Èime' became the dominant dimension in their minds. If this, in fact,
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happened and since it is clear from the results of the present study

that time per se is not an index of depth, or a predictor of retention'

it is not surprising that the previously obtained relationship between

scaled semantic tasks and their retenÈion measures dissipated completely

in Experi¡nents IV and V"



In order to clarify some of the issues involved., and in an attempt

to more carefully delineate and control the variables related to depth

of processing, it was resolved to carry out a further study where the

original desigrn was reinstated, i.e., sr.rbjects.\¡/ere required to generate

their own encodings for each of the semantic tasks" It r¿as also decided

to maintain the rated 'mr of the stimuli at a high level so that the

question of whether the breakdown in the continur:m of processing was a

result of the change in the task demands on the subjects or was d.ue to

EXPER,IMÐÛT VI

the increase in the meaningfulness of the stimuli could be answered. It

may be that with highly familiar stimuli a reasonably strong memory trace

can be formed irrespective of the type of semantic encoding employed"

Experiment VT was a replication of Experiments II and III in terms

of general design and procedures. Changes relating to the choice of

tasks and the selection of stimulus materials are detailed below.

l-lethod

Subjects and Design" The subjects were 72 undergraduates' both

males and females, drawn from the same population described ín earlier

studies. Independent grouPs of 18 randomly assigrned subjects were

altotted one of four semantic processing tasks in an incidental learning

paradigrm"

Tasks It \,ras decided to use only four of the tasks from the

original scaIe, namely, SIM, DEF, I-WS and L-NL" In this way both ends

of the scale were represented (SIM and N-NL) and additionally' tt¡e only

sigmificant post hoc comparison obtained in Experiment III between tasks

requiring the same processing time (DEF and l-WS) could again be made.
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Simitarly, recall for SIM was gfreater than for t-WS and this comparison

could again be drawn"

Sti¡ruli, The stimuli were 24 unrelated nouns chosen from Paivio'

yui11e and Madigan's (f968) nolrns with the same restrictíons already

mentioned for E>çeriments II and. III . The mean 'm'was 7.6 (SD = "60).

The mean 'f, was also high at 6.06 (sD = .62Tt See Appendix F for

the complete list of words. The average 'm' was significantly higher

than those words used in E>çeriment III, (t(46) = 9.08) " Unfortunately'

it proved difficult to keep the 'I¡ values at a minimum because of the

high intercorrelation betr,veen these two variables at this level of

meaningfulness "

Procedure" The experimental proced.ures, general and specific

instructions described in detail on pages 19 and 20 and laid out in

Appendix G were retaíned for this e:<perimenÈ.

ReÈu1ts and Discussion

îhe raw data for each of the 18 sr:bjects in the various e>çerÍ-

mental condièions are contained in Appendix H while the summary of

analysis of variance appears in Appendix I. Table I shows the mea¡l recall

foltowing incidental learning in each of the four semantic processing

tasks.

An examination of Table 8 reveals Èhat, white the F-ratio is not

sigrnificant (F(3,68) = 2"18), there is a return to an order of recall in

terms of what'the original scale predicted. This garners further suPPort

for the present thesis of a functional continuity of depth of processing

wittrin the semantic domain.

when the results of the present five recall studies are

considered together, it seems. apparent that retention is not solely a



Tabl-e 8

Mean Recal1 for Each Group in Experiment VI

Seconds

x

flzpe of Processing and Presentation Time

firnction o.f depth of processing within a specified domain. Rather the

formation and sr¡bsequent dura-bility of the memory trace is most tikely

a multiplicative relationship that includes at least some of the follow-

ing variables"

1" The depth of processing of the stimulus materials in terms

of the amount of conscious effort d.irected towards the extraction of

deeper semantic features of the TBR items"

2" The compatibility betrveen the inherent meaningfulness of the

stimulus materials and the learnerr s existing cognitive store of related

concepts and knowledge"

3" The degree to which the learner is activeÌy engaged in the

encoding process"

Taking these variables one at a time, the findings of Experiments

II, III, and. VI are reasonably predictable from t}¡e independently

derived ind.ex of depth of processing described in E>rperiment I. The

d.iscrepancies that were manifested in the recall data of E>çeri:nents IV

and V might be accounted for when considering t.tre second and third

variable. For one ttring, there was a noticeable increase in level of

L-NL

10

12. 33

1-WS

20

IJ. J-O

47

DEF

20

L3.72

SIM

30

14. 83
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meaningfulness of the TBR material in E>qperiments fV and V and it has

been suggested that retrieval from the episodic menoqz trace at recall

may be effected by scanning the recently encoded events or by a recon-

struction of the stimuli from the stored contents of sema¡tic memory

(Lockhart, Craik & Jacoby, 1976) " Where there already exists a large

number of relevant features in semantic memory it is postulated the TBR

ite¡n can be accessed by a variety of attribute-specific encoding

strategies, thus enhancing the probability of correct recall. If tl.e

TBR item has few. existing features in semantic memory then tasks

requiring the extraction of the deepest features will result in the

formation of a richer, more durable trace. In the case of low 'm'

stimuli (Experiment II) there was such a dearth of feaÈures upon which

to draw that those tasks requiring t-Ïre analysis of deeper features (i.e"'

SIM, DIFF, and DEF) led to poor recall because the subjects were for the

most part unable to make the required responses with respect to those

selected attril¡utes of the TBR units" Also Kintsch(1974) stated "a

person's memory structure, his knowledge of the use and meaning of a

word determines whether and how a memory episode will be encoded" (p.78) 
"

Craik and Tulving (L975, Experiment 7) contended that the results of

their study indicated that elaborate semantic processing may not facili-

.tate later recall if comprehension of the stimulus is noÈ achieved.

Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, the strategies of these subjects \¡ras

probably restricted to scanning back through the temporally tagged items

in episodic memory. with the large time lag between presentation and

.recall for these tásks (SIM, DIFF, DEF) it seems likely these items

became increasingly inaccessible (Craik & Jacoby, 1975). Note, however,
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an overall improvement in performance for these tasks relative to the

other semantic processing tasks in Experiment IIIn where now the

relevant features could be extracted from semantic memory and used as

inputs into the episodic memory system. Additionally, in Experiment

III, the order of recall for aII nine tasks mirrored almost perfectly

recall as predicted bY the scale"

llith a further increase in meaningfulness (Experiment VI),

however, although the continuum remained intact, the borrndaries, as

reflected by the recall scores' narrowed considerably to the point where

it was not possible to demonstrate statisticatly that a 'deeperr task

requiring finding a similarity between two unrelaÈed words (SIM) produced

significantly better recall than any of the other tasks selected from

the continuum. It. is rêasoned that being a.l¡Ie to extract relevant

features from semantic memory provides an additional boost to the re-

Èrieval of the memory trace from episodic memory at the time of recall"

Since thê [rBR units now are weII known and logical1y have many relevant

features stored, it is conceivable that almost any type of semantic

analysis might activate the compleÈe network of attrilcutes associated

with the fBR item. Note that tJ:e original Craik a¡d Lockhart (L972)

model acconunodates nicely the increased levef of recall across all tasks

in E>çeriment VI when those authors stated "At deeper levels the subject

can make greater use of learned rules and past knowledge; thus material

can be more e.fficiently handled and more can be retained" (p.676) "

This may hale occurred in Experiment VI in addition to the type

of sôanning operaLion postulated by Lockhart, Craik and Jacoby (1976) '

fn fact, where both strategies can be employed it is arguable that the
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probability of recalI is enhanced considerably. The data of E:q>eriments

II, III, and VI seem consonant with this line of reasoning

!{hat is most perplexing, however, is the effect of t}re third

factor listed above and its relationship to the overall pattern of

results obtained in the present series of experiments" Why, for example'

did changing the task demands in Experinent IV and V lead to such radical

recall differences compared to the rather neat patterns tt¡at emerged in

the other studies? Argrlrrents relating the efficacy of subject-generated

encoding versus experimenter-supplied encodings have already been

presented" In a related vein, one has to view with some uncertainty the

assumption that sr:bjects faithfully comply with the experimental instruc-

tions. Further, it is questionable whether with highly meaningful

material the subject can control the tlpe or extent of encoding that

takes place. Lockhart, Craik and Jacoby (1976) cite the well known

Stroop effect as an example of some subjects' relative inability to

control their level of encoding by complying with experimental instruc-

tions. Ttris problem is endemic to the nature of incidental learning

studies and complicates enormously the effects, analysis, and interpre-

tation of various kinds of instructions given to subjects in incidental

learning paradigims

The problem alluded Èo

associates who were e>¡ploring

verbal encoding strategies on

varied in level of. concreteness. Their hypothesis was that a set to

image highly concrete nor:n pairs should lead to better retention than

verbal encodings whereas there should. be no differences bet\.¡een the two

tlpes of processing for abstract pairs. A series of studids (Paivio &

here was encountered by Paivio and his

the comparative effects of imaginal and

the reÈention of verbal materials that
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Yuille, L96'7¡ Paivio e Yuille, L969; Yuille & Paivio' 1968) failed to

demonstrate the predicted interaction between level of concreteness and

tlrpe of encoding. Finally, Paivio and Foth (1970) obtained the interac-

tion by requiring the sr:bjects to overtly generate their own encodings,

i.e., they were required to pictorially represent their images or write

down the verbal encoding they had generated. It is entirely feasible

that in the present set of studies we can only claim to have had a fairly

strong measure of control over the nature of the subjects' elaborative

strategies in E>rperiments II, III, and VI where overt subject-generated

encodings were recorded in the context of each semantic processing task"

It was in thes'e studies that a reliable relationship was found between

the depth-ordered scale and the various retention functions"



TLre purpose of the present series of e>çeriments was twofold"

Firstty although much evidence pointed strongly to the notion that

semantic processing consistently ensured a more durable memory trace

than processing material using cod.ing operations from non-semantic

domains (Seamon & Virostek, l-978) no one had seriously entertained the

thesis that within a single domain deeper levels of processing could

produce stronger menory traces" Craik and lulving (f975) suggested

that at a given level more elaborative or richer encodings would increase

the probability of recall. Lockhart, Craik and Jacoby (1976' p. 81)

stated that further elaborations within a d.omain and hence the richness

of the memory trace was a function of the number and nature of, the

featu::es analyzed. To the present auÈhor the term "depth of encoding"

as originally proposed (Craik & Lockhart t 1912) might be used to predict

mernory performance within a domain, specifically, the semantic domain"

Ttris naturally leads us to the second purÞose of the present

study. As some researchers (Baddeley, 1976¡ 1978; Nelson t 1977) had

nicety polnted. out, the concept of depth was potentially meaningless

Conclusion

)z

because of its inherent circularity. Seamon and Virostek (1978)

dLspelled this criÈicism by effectively demonstrating that recall increased

as a posltive function of subject defined depth of processing" fn

order to investigate the possibìIity of a continuum within a single

domain it was decided to independently define depth by deriving an

ord.inal Scal-e of selected sernantic orientl.ng tasks. fhe criÈeria

employed to obtain'the scale were based on the latest descriptions of

the concept as e>çressed by Lockhart, Craik and Jacoby (1976) " They

stated "to the extent that the task requires further processing of the
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stimulus input conscious effort is involved" (p. 81) " Of course,

the idea of attention as the central processor in primary memory was

not new. It was discussed fu11y Lg Craik and Lockhart (1972) ar¡d its

history is well docr¡nented by others (Murdock , L9'12) with its origins

being attributed to Wiltiam James (1890) 
"

Ttre findings of the present series of experiments tends to con-

firm the hypothesis that within a single domain greater depth of

processing, as defined by tasks involving progressively deeper cogrnitive

analyses, is associated with higher levels of retention. After obtaining

a depÈh ordered scale (Experiment I) where subjects appeared to be able

to qualitatively differentiate among Èhe semantic tasks, subsequent

studies (Experiments-Il, III, and. VI) provided a broad base of empirical

support for the scal-e. Ttre anomalous findings in Experiments fV and V

have been discussed el-sewhere" lt should be stressed, however, that it

is probably no longer tenabl-e to attempt to account for memory performance

solely in terms of a single variable such as depth of processing. Jacoby,

Barlz and Rvans (1978) argue convincingly for the need to identify

classes of situations wherein particular functionaL relationships may

be observed" More specifically, they imply that future researchers

should "treat meaning (a variabfe that has traditionally been related

to the rate of learning and level of retention) as being dependent on

both the meaning-producing activity of the learner and the potential

meaningfulness of the material" (p. 342) 
"

rhe overåIl- findings of the presenl studies can be interpreted in

the light of Craik.and Jacoby's (1975) theoreticaf account of the processes

thought to be operating in short-term retention. The present author agrees

w'lth ttre contention that memory performance is determined in part by
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both the depth of stimulus analysis and the compatibility of the TBR

item with the analvzinq structures. TLre latter is taken to refer to

existing cogmitive structures, whose contents have been referred to

as constituting semantic memorlz (Craik & Jacoby, L975) " It is stressed,

however, that the analyzing mechanism necessary for ¡¡erceptual encoding

is activated by the process of conscious attention. Presumably, tasks

requiring more conscious atËention prod.uce strongfer traces which become

inputs in the episodic memory system. flrese inputs can be formed both

for the results of perceptual analyses and analyses reøuiring the

extraction of stored features from semantic memorY.

Jacoby (1974) proposed that recently encoded events can be accessed by

a backwards search or sca¡rnins operation with the likelihood of successful

retrieval diminishing as the time between input and recall increases"

Alternatively, after some delay the subject may take recourse to a tlpe

of reconstructive strategy where the contents of semantic memory (that

may have been involved in original encoding) are actively deployed

Ttris type of feedback is postulated to be particularly effective for

the reconstruction of deeper semantic encodings, thus producing better

recalI"

Retrieval from episodic memory can occur in one of two ways.

In the present studies (especially Experiment II) it is suggested

that in some instances, subjects were using only the scanning mechanism

as a retrieval strategy, especially where Èhe combination of the nature

of the TBR mat-erial and the task demands effectively orecluded the use

of the reconstructive strategy. Ttre latter was probably ineffectual

in those cases where little or no informaÈion was available from semantic

memory as an input during the original formation of the episodic memory



trace" Presumably, this happened with DEF, SIM and DIFF tasks in

Experiment II" Also, there was a much longer delalz between presentation

and test for items associated with these tasks, thus limiting the

effectiveness of the one remaining retrieval strategy, scanning back

through the temporally ord.ered. episodic memory traces" ff one wonders

why the impoverished nature of the stimuli did not interfere with

subjects carrying out the shallower tasks (e.9", Pleasant-Unpleasant)

that still, nevertheless, r€:quiïed them to orient to meaning attributes

of the TBR material, it could be argued that subjects tend.ed to make

better use of the sca¡ning strategy because of the relatively shorter

time tag between presentation and test.

With highly meaningful stimuli subjects vrere possibllr making use

of both retrieval modes. Moreover, the compatibility of the TBR items

existing cognitive stores was extremely high" Therefore, relatively

little conscious effort was required to carry out each of the semantic

tasks. If conscious effort or attention is related to depth, the
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relative superiority of the higher ordered tasks (fou¡d to some extent

in E:çeriment II and more strongly in Experiment III) would be e>q>ected

to dissipate as the meaningfulness of the material increases. Thris is

precisely what happened in E>rperiment VI.
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Depth of Processing - An Historical Review

Antecedents of Levels of Processing

During the 1960's a general consensus evolved. about the nature

of human memory that took the form of computer based models. Most

of the proposed models were descrjlced in terms of a series of stores

each with its own information processing capabilities (AtJcinson ç

Shiffrin, 1968; Broadbent, 1958; Murdoch, L967;. Neisser, 1967; Waugh

& Norman, 1965) " It was largely agreed that at least t]¡ree types of

störage systems existed: a type of sensory or iconic memory, a short term

store (STS) and a long term store (LTS) . It was pro.posed tltat new

information enters dírectly inÈo memory through sensory receptors and

is first registered in a modality specifíc storage system where certain

perceptual analyses are carried out on the sensory feaÈures of the

stimulus item" Information could only be held here for very brief periods

of time and was highly susceptible to decay unl-ess speci-fically maintained

in conscious a\,¡areness. Althouqh tJre capacíty of this system \,¡as tttought

to be large, its sole function was to register and retain the incoming

information long enough for various types of coding processes to act

upon the information. ILrese processes might involve transforming and

transferring selected features to the next store called the short-term

store (STS) whose capacity was sharply lirnited (Broadbent, 1958; Miller'

1956). In fact, Murdock (L967) in his modal model felt that short term

memory, if required to maintain perfect information, was perhaps limited

to four items"

Information could be maintained in STS by continued attention

and,/or rehearsal and was thought to be predominantly acoustic (Baddeley,

7t

L966¡ Conrad, 1964) or phonenuic in nature (Shulman, ;..97]-), although

probably visual as well (Xrott, Parks, Parkinson, Bieber & Johnson' I97O¡
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Parkinson, Parks & Kroll, L7Tl-) ' and possiJcly even semantic (Shulman'

Lg7O, Ig72)" In any event, tl:e duration of the newly formed tracewas

thought to be relatively short - uP to thirty seconds (Shiffrin ç

Atlcinson, Lg6g), and information could. be lost rapidly through displacement

(Waugh & Norman, 1965) or interference (Adams ' L967) "

Information residing in sTS, if rehearsed or reorganized in

terms of existing cognitive stores, could be transferred to a more

pernanent form of storage with a certain probability" fhris store was

referred to as long term memóry (Lllî{) and its capacity was thought to

be limitless"

It is not the purpose of the review section of tl¡is paper to

debate the various models of human memory that ftouríshed in Èhe 1960's

but merely to set the stage for Craik and Lockhartls (L972) hiqhly

influential paper. The interested reader is referred to Norman (1970)

or Loftus and Loftus (f976) for excellent overviews of the various models

and their component storage, transfer and retention characteristics"

Craik and Lockhart (L972) vigorously attacked the notion of

multistore models of memory, especially the necessity for information to

be transferred from one memory store to another. Instead, they postulaÈed

that much research could. be better understood within the framework of

their "Ievels of processing" view. After highlighting the limitations

and inconsistencies of the "box model" approach in terms of capacity,

coding, and retention characteristics ttrey suggested that memory trace

was a by-product of perceptual analysis and the retention was a positive

function of the depth of stj:nutus elaboration. Essentially, memory was

viewed as a "continuum, from the transienÈ products of sensory analysis,



to the highly durable products of semantic-associative operations" (p"676)

It was their contention that during stimulus encoding the TBR

material is subjected to different levels of processing with different

kinds of information being extracted at each stage. Sensory features,

or surface structure details, are extracted first. At deeper levels, as

'a word, is recogmized, it may trigger associations, images or stories,

based on the subject¡s prior experiences with tJ:at word" To the extent

tJ:e analysis made contact with (and use of) tl.e contents of existing

cognitive strucÈures the probability of recall for that word was greatly

enhanced"

lrThenever a ne\^l conceptual framework is erected to account, in

very general terms, for a huge body of existing data related to short-

term retention, the explanatory and predictive capabilities of that

concept are open to scrutiny. fLre authors (CraiJ< & Lockhart' L972)

of the proposition that memory was a function of depth of stimulus

processing could hardly have envisaged the tremendous amount of research

and literature the levels approach would generate. fn the ensuing years

evidence both pro and con accumulated, oftentimes necessitating revisions

or modificaÈions to t]le original concept as its explanatory powers were

tested and retested.
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Before embarking on an examination of the major highlights relating

to tf-e evolution of ttris ne\¡¡ process view of memory, it may well be

useful to discuss in detail some of tl]e major papers that were precursors

to Craik and Lockhartrs new conception of memory. Many of tJ:e studies

and most subsequent studies involved the use of the incidental learning

parad.igr-rn where the TtsR material remains constant and the experimenter

manipulates various task variables. Accordingly, to marshall support



for the i:nportance of tÏ¡e type of processing tf.at goes on at input'

this review begins by looking at the early incidental learning studies

and the revelation that retention varied as a function of the nature

of tJ:e orienting task and in some instances was equal to intentional

Iearning. From there the paper attempts to trace the various

elaborations of tJ:e original Craik and l,ockhart (1972) claim that

short-term retention is best understood in terms of the type of processing

carried out on incoming information with deeper, semantic processing

being associated with richer, longer lasting traces"

Incidental Learning Studiee

To lend support to their thesis, Craik and Lockhart reviewed a

series of studies involving the incidental learning paradigm wherein

tJre experimenter presumably has control- over the type of processing the

subject applies to the material, a control that does not exist when

the subject is merely instructed to learn. The crucial factor tl¡en is

not the intent to learn per se but how tÌ¡e TtsR item is processed' For

example, Eagle and Leiter (1964) had found superior recognition for

incidental learners over intenÈional learners where the incidental task

had called for subjects to clAssify words in terms of their syntactic

features (e.g., noun, verb, adverb and adjective) " This finding has

since been replicated many times (Craik & Tulving, L975; Hyde & Jenkins'

Lg6g, 1973¡ Seamon & Murray , L976) "

To illustrate, a number of studies by JenJcins and his

associates iQdicated that items processed in terms of their semantic

characteristics t{ere recalled as well as an intentional learning control

group and substantially superior to other incidental learning groups

whose tasks involved processing items in terms of their physical attributes

74



(Hyde & Jenkins , 1969; Johnston & Jenkins, 197I) " Hyde and Jenkins

(f969) examined the effects of three different orienting tasks on the

recall of an auditorally-presented list of 24 words" Thre three orienting

tasks involved:

a) judging the pleasantness of each stimulus word
b) deciding whether each word in the list contained the letter "e"
c) estimating the number of letters in each word

Recall was greatest for those subjects engaged in the pleasantness

judging task, even in relation to the intentional learning group.

Superior recall was attributed to the fact that the subjects were

required to view each word as a meaningful unit, whereas in other tasks

it required the subjects to break each word into its component letters

or elements. ïn a follow-up study Johnston and Jenkins (I97I) used

rhyming as an orienting task in an attempt to have subjects respond

to each word as a whole unit as was tt¡e case for the pleasantness judging

group in the Hyde and Jenkins study. Thre stimuli again were twelve

highly associated word. pairs and subjects in various orienting tasks

were required to either write a rhyming word' for each word in the

sti¡nulus list or, as in the case of the semantic orienting task,

instructed to supply appropriate adjective modifiers for given nouns or

nouns to be modified by given adjectives. Both these tasks (supplying

nouns or supplying modifiers) Ied to higher recall and clustering as

compared to control subjects who had performed no orienting task but

had been given standard instructions to learn" The control group and

the adjective-noun groups had superior recall to the rhyming groups"

In botl¡ studies the organization scores (associative clustering

or items per category (IPC) ) for subjects in the semantic processing

group were greater as weII, suggesting that ttre semantic relationships

between the sti:nulus words are available for tJre organization of'the



subjectts recall" ftre comparative effects of organization vis à

vis tlpe of processing will be taken up in more detail in the following

section"

Following Craik and Lockhartrs paper subsequent studies attempted

to control the level and type of encoding in an effort to further

explore the claim that memory for an item is directly relaÈed to the

amount or depth of perceptual processing of the TBR item"

Craik (f973) descrilced a series of five studies in which words

were analyzed to different and presumably deeper levels as evidenced

by increasing levels of recall . In one of the stud,ies (Experj:nent (V)

carried out in Craik's lal¡oratory by KarI Eqner, depth of processing

was manipulated in a within subject design by asking 20 subjects one of

the foltowing questions prior to a brief tachistoscopic presentation of

a word:

/o

1) Is there a word present?
2) fs the word in capital letters/lower case?
3) Does the word rhyme wiÈh ?

4) Is the word. a member of the following category?
5) Ðoes the word fit into the following sentence?

ft was found that in addition to subjects reguiring progressively more

time to make a decision witÌ¡ each type of question, on a subsequent

recognition test performance was a function of the initial processing

depth.

Hyde and Jenkins (1973) examined a broad range of tasks wittrin

ttre incidental learning paradigrm. [\¡¡o new syntactic tasks were devised,

in contrast å the semantic and orthographic tasks used previously.

Specifically the tasks were a) determining the part of speech of the

TBR words or b) deciding whether each TBR word did or did not fit

into a particular sentence frame. ftre ne\,¡ syntactic tasks maintained

the virtue of requiring the sr:bject to attend to each TBR word and to



execute a judgment witJl resPecÈ to the vüord as a whole" On t}re

surface at least, these tasks resembled tÏ¡e semantic rating. tasks and

yet were quite distinct from the orthographic tasks used in earlier

studies tl¡at merely called for the estimation of word lengtJ:s or

required the detection of particular letters (and in which it might

be argrred that subjects couId, perform the orienting task wittrout

addressing the word as a whole) " Hyde and Jenkins also included two

semantic tasks requiring subjects to rate words fof frequency of usage

or ratq.ìl them on a "pleasant-unpleasant'r dimension" frhe so-called

"non-semantic" task was checking the TBR words for tJ:e occurrence of

the letters "E" or "G". In this experiment Hyde and Jenkins employed

both associated \,rotids' as wel-l as, semantically unrelated word.s " The

results indicated that the semantic orienting tasks produced better

recall in relation to tl:e non-semantic tasks for tÌ¡e list of associated

words than they did on the unrelated word. list i.e" the effects of

semantic orienting tasks were quite good with unrelated words (and

better than non-sema¡ttic tasks) but the task effect was considera-bIy

enhanced with the list of associated word.s. Non-semanÈic tasks showed

the same level of recafl for both lists. Interestingly the pleasant-

unpleasant rating produced the highest recall' superior even to the

control group. Sentence-frame tasks produced the lowest recall"

Semantic processing tasks also led to higher degrees of associative

clusÈering than either the control condition or the non-semantic tasks"

One ntight question Hyde and Jenkins'.classification of orienting

tasks as semantic or non-semantic. Posünan (1975) argrLtes that while

checking for the presence of particular letters within a word. need not

involve processing meaning attrilcutes of tl:e word, it is difficult to
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draw the same conclusions with respect to tasks requiring the

identification of parts of speech or judgrments of the approprÍateness

of the TBR word for a given sentence frame" Similarly, Postman

claims that not very much thinking about the meaning of the word

is necessary to decide its degree of familiarity and. hence he

questions the classification of judging the frequency of a word as

a task involving deep semantic processing" To tJ'.e present autl:or

the distinction between semantic and non-semantic encod.inq should

be made on Èhe following bdsis: semantic processing invol-ves attending

to both connotative (emotional, affective) and denotative (referential"

lexical) attrilcutes of the word (Herriot, Lg74). Non-semantic

processing involves graphemic or phonemic features of the stimulus"

Hence it is suggested that judging a word's part of speech or whether

it fits a given sentence frame involves processing of a semantic nature.

Judgments relating to frequency of occurrence in the language are

similarly placed in thís category"

tó

AIl of the above stud.ies suggest that regardless of instructions

to learn, retention r\s substantial-lv determined bv whether or not

the subject engaged in semantic processing. Vthen the orienting task

\,¡as non-sema¡rtic, retention was considerably lower.

Hyde (1973) tried to answer the question of why semantic

processing leads Èo better retention. Does it require more effort?

Is it a function of ttre difficuttv of the task or the amount of

processing time required.? Hyde varied the degree of processing

difficulty within two general- classes of orienting tasks. Because

the aim of ttris experiment was to examine the relative effects of

effort and type of task, only the incidental condition was utilized"

One of the semantic Aroups rated the words (twelve medium associatively-
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related word pairs) as to their "pleasantnessrr or "unpleasantnesst'

on a símple five-point scale" fhre second group rated, the words on

an "active-passive" dimension while anotlter semantic group rated

word.s: on both semantic attributes" fLris last condition ostensibly

required. more effortl:t}an rating either attribute a1one" Within

the non-semantic aroups subjects were either asked to search for the

letter rre[ itt each of the words or were given the apparently more

effortful task of noting the occurrence of both rrersrr and "gts" in

the stimulus words" One finat group performed both semantic and

non-semafitic tasks on the stimulus words " Results shov¡ed that

within each condition (semantic versus non-semantic) the difficulty

of the orienting task made little difference in terms of either

recall or associative clustering- Throse sr:bjects, however, engaged

in non-semantic tasks showed both reduced recal-l and reduced

clustering, thus adding substance to Hyde's claím that tJre degree of

d:ìfficul-ty of the orienting task has little effect on either recall

or associative clustering. It should be pointed out however, that

the double task (pleasant-unpleasant; active-passive) ' was almost

impossiJcle to complete within the 5 seconCs allotted. for a1l tasks"

Although, as we shall see, study time is not a crucial determinant

of recall in and of itself, it might be arg'ued that the effectiveness

of rating a word along tf,À¡o semantic dimensions was not fairly

evaluated since there was insufficient time to perform the relevant

analyses. 
"

Another study (walsh & Jenkins , 1973), attempting to account

for the superiority of semantic processing in memory perforllìance'

examined the hlpothesis that orienting tasks which require considerable



tjme and effort might lead to more interaction wittr the material

and, hence, to greater learning than a task that was less demanding"

fhe alternative hypothesis was tt¡at retention would be a function

of the level of processing, with deeper levels leading to better

recall. Hencerthe "process" hypotheSiS v¡as more concerned with

the intrinsic nature of the task" For example, Hyde and Jenkins

(1969, Lg73) and Johnston and Jenkins (1971) found that tasks

requiring the subjects to process words as meaningful units yielded

higher levels of recall thán tasks that required the subjects to

process the orthographic, phonemic or syntactic aspects of the words"

Tt¡ese earlier stûdies however" had provided no direct evid.ence

bearing on the "d.ifficulty" or "effort" hypothesis. Conceivably,

the semantic tasks could simply require less time or mole effort

than the non-semantic tasks" Again, the three different orienting

tasks employed were "pleasant-unpleasant, " thc "E" or "G" task

(i.e", indicating whether the words involved rrersrr or "grs") and

estimating the number of syltables contained in each word" Words

were read at the rate of one every four seconds and subjects engaged

in one or more processing tasks. Ttre pattern of resuLts showed that

retention of a list of 24 low-frequency English words vtas superior

for groups employing the semantic processing task eitÏ¡er singly or

in conbination with a non-semantic task over groups who employed

non-semantic tasks either singly or in combination. In fact it was

found that any combination of tasks used seemed to produoe recall

similar to that one would expect using ttre best of tlle combined

tasks alone. Hence, it was concluded that it is the qualitative

nature (or type of processing) associated with tJ:e task that accounted

for the observed dffferences in recall in t].is as well as earlier
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studies cited above. Experi:nents II and III found essentiallv the

same results"

Factors Underlying Depth of Processing

Ttre Hyde (1973) and Walsh a¡¡d. Jenkinsr (f973) studies were

the first serious attempt to systematically delineate the variables

t}rat night underlie the concept of depth of processing" In the

ensuing years a variety of explanations were advanced to account for

the now reliable advantaqe of semantic over non-sema¡tic orientinq

tasks on subsequent recall" The rest of the review section of:this

paper traces some of the major developments that have led to an

elaboration of the original Craik and Lockhart notion" !'7hy, for

example, do certain classes of orienting tasks consistently yield

higher recalL than others? V{}¡at are the factors that correlate

most highLy with the concept of depth? ÍLre order of d.iscussion of

each factgr mirr^-c in n=r{- +ha sþ¡s¡OlOgical development of this concepÈ

and is therefore not meant to indicate the relative importance of

each factor" Ttre conclusion of the review section attempts to draw

together some of the more potent variables" ft is thought that

these include some of the followinq: clusterinq at ïeca1l of

associatedly related list items; degree of secondary organization;

time required for processing; unicrueness or specificity of encoding

of the TBR item; d.egree of trace elaboration in terms of the number

and naÈure of features encoded. at input; the interaction of--variables

such as levpl of meaningfulness wiÈh depth of processing; encoding

and retrieval cues; amount of cognitive effort or conscious attention

involved in the extraction of richer features of the lBR material"
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Organization and. Depth of Processing" lhis inítia1 section

questions whetÌ¡er various retention phenomena (e.9" free recall)

are attributable to organizational varía-bles or depth of processing

variables" fhis is a most complex question" Although historically

organizational theories precede depth of processing their origins

were plagued with tJ:e same problerns (relating Èo definition and.

claiification of the concept) as beset depth.of processing today"

Also ttre method.s by which organization has been measured are varied

and sometimes questionabLe" Ttre early work (Bousfield, 1953; Cofer

1965) examined. clustering (associative and categorical) in free recall

and this vras extended to non-categorized lists by lulving (Lg62,

L964) with his emphasis on subjective units of organization" Mand.l-er

(L967, L972) explored the relationship between number of categories

and. recall, concluding that total recal-l is a function of the number

o-í categories used in sorting" Bov¡er (1972) demonstrated large empirical

effects which can be attrilcuted to orqanizational processes" For

example, Bower, Cl-atk, Lesgold and Winzenz (f969) showed that recall

was greatly facilitated if the ÎBR items vrere pre-organized

for subjects in terms of their conceptual hierarchies.

Some of tJle empirical effects claimed by organization theorists,

however, may be open to interpretation in quite different terms" For

exampJ-e, Lockhart, Craik and Jacoby (L976') suggest that sorting items

into categories might involve deep-Ievel processing which in Èurn

Ieads to a more distinctive memorv trace. Certainlv the data of
{

Wood (7972) support this notion.

Tto refocus on the original question, however, one rn-ight wonder

in what ways the concept of organization and depth of processing are
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similar and also, how do they differ" Mandler (1967) presented a

strong case that the availability of TBR words is not merely

facititated by t]le subject organizing the TtsR list presented but

that organization is a necessary condition for memory. !{hat should

be stressed is that the subject organizes the list at input in

terms of intra-list associations, i.e", words may be semantically,

phonemically or structurally related and hence are organized in such

a \,¡ay that these rel-ationships facilitate recall"

fhre concept of organization is contrasted with lulving's (L9'12)

notion of encoding where a word is related to, and perhaps integrated

with, the contents of semanÈic memory independently of other.Iist

words presented. Words can be encoded qua word.s (Craik & Tulving,

1975) or in terms of their extra-Iist associations and this is able

to produce good recall" The suggestion is that elaborate stj:nulus

processing leads to a new association - an association between the

TBR item and information currentlv stored in memorv" Whether this

point of view represents a radical departure from organizational

processes remains to be seen.

Certainly it seems incorrect to talk of semantic processing

and organization as if they are mutually exclusive strategies" Íhe

results of the stud.ies d.iscussed earlier (Hyde ç Jenkins , L969, L973i

Hyde, L973¡ Johnston & Jenkins, 1971) d.emonstrated tÌ¡at incidental

learning tasks that orient subjects to the semantic aspects of words

significantly affect botJ: level of recall and. degree of secondary

organization (as measured by associative clustering). Several other

experiments (Tilf & Jenkins, 1973; TilI, Diehl & Jenkins, 1975) have

provided additional evidence to suggest that subjects organize their

recall if task demands permiÈ. TiIl and Jenkins' (1973) independently
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manipulated associative structure and task stTucture to see the

effecÈs of task variables on orqanization of recall" In Experiment

I, using unreLated words, there were no differences in amount of

cl-ustering for recalled words with respect to each type of orienting

task" Tn Experiment II a list of high strength associative pairs

was used" In one sroup task activities \{ere. made compatible wit}¡

the associative structure of the lièt i.e", tasks were assigned so

ttrat members of each associative rrair were Þrocessed with the same

task. In anottrer sroup the activities of the sub'iect were in

opposition to the associative structure" Ttre results indicated

reduced cal-l for tJ:e different tasks condition, suggesting a strong

d.epend.ence of recall on semantic organization in storage. To.

summarize, although associative clustering was greater than chance

in both conditions, it was effectivefy reduced in the different task

condition by the e>çerimental manipulation of assigning different tasks

to each member of the associative pair"

Subsequently-, TilI, Diehl, and Jenkins (1975) replicated the

effects of the Till and Jenkins' .study by presenting members of

associative pairs in non-adjacent positions followed by orienting

tasks that were again the same (both semantic or both non-semantic)

or d.ifferent for each member of the pair. The results showed that

irrespective of the task, percentage of clustering was greater for

pairs processed with the same task" TLre authors tentatively

concluded tÌ¡aË clusterinq is not automatic and mav in fact resuire:"
{

facilitating by the way in which the experimenter manipulates the

Èask demands and the manner in which thev are assiqned to the

associative pair members (p" 22). An alternative explanation to the
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above findings and one compatible with the current status of depth

of processing is that related items that cluster at recall simplY

indicates that the initially re.called member serves as an efficient

retrieval cue for the other (Horowitz a Prytulak, 1969). fhre

effectiveness of each recalled word as a retrievaf cue for its

pair member was moïe potent following semantic than non-semantic

processing. Jacoby and Goolkasian (1973) found essentially t]1e

same results for semantically related versus acoustically related

n:irc

BeT:rezza, Cheesman and Reddy (1977) explored the relative

effectiveness of thematic organization and semantic processing as

determinants of free recall by attempting to manipulate semantic

processing and organízaLion independently. sr:bjects encoded

alternate TBR words by either giving a meaningful sentence using

the word ("Remember !Vords") or thematically organizing words ("Story

lfords") (Bower ç Ç]¡rk, 1969). Additionally. degree of semantic

ela-boration was manipulated by having subjects generate sentences

of differing lengths on the assumption that longer sentences would

provide more elaborate or unique encodings for each TBR word's (Craik

& Tulving , L975, Experiment 7) " Although t!.rere was no stronger

input-output correlation for words woven into a story than "remember"

words, aS expected more "Story" words were recatled than "remember"

\¡¡ords. ÍLre e>çected effect of a greater degree of semantic elaboration

associated.with increasing sentence lengttr did not materialize.

Experiment 3 was a further attempt to demonstrate that organization

is facilitative of recall beyond the effectiveness of semantically
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elaboraÈing each TBR ite¡n. Both groups were instructed to form a

visual image of each word and rate it on a 7-point scale of difficulty"

The organization group (using Tulving.'s 1962 alpha-betic mnemonic

technique) was encouraged to form a composite visual image between

the previously formed visual image and some visual image of the beginning

Ietter (e.9", the letter B may be thought of as a fat lady) " The

definíÈion group produced a short definition'for each word. following

the rating task" Not surprisingly free recall was superior for

the mnemonic group" Additionallv, three measures of organizafion

were used: (a) input-output correlation, (b) the correlation between

order of recall with recalLed words ranked in alphabetical order,

(c) Roenker, Tlrompson and Brownrs (I97I) adjusted ratio sf sl¡s+arinn

(ARC) score rrTas computed with categories defined as words beginning

with the same letter" The onlv siqnificant difference between tl:e

t\^¡o groups was on the third measure " Ttre conclusion of ttre present

study that "semantic processing is necessary but not sufficient for

optimal recalf " (p" SqÐ, however, remains suspect especially since

th-e mnemonic group received additional instructions to form composite

images at input, a strategy that is known to havo nnJ-anJ- affant-5 6¡

recall even beyond the normal imagery instructions (Bower, 1972) "

Furthermore, it is contended thaÈ both groups were engaged in semantic

processing and it is highly doubtful that organization and semantic

elaboration \¡¡ere manipulated independently.

Yet.the overall pattern remains equivocal. Tversky (1973)

found tlat instructing subjects to search for relationships among

a list of to-be-presented words and to group associated word.s together

had a faciliative effect on recalÌ. this was particularly so when
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subjects received these instructions þríor to tist presentation

as opposed to just prior to recall" FurtJrer, Jacoby (L974) suggested

that requiring subjects to look back through memory of a list of

recently presented items for categorically related items led to

the formation of æ i¡nPlrìcit contiguity which facllltated recall" It

was argued that "with semantically related items.".the meaning

that is encoded is a prod.uct of the interaction among items rather

than the meaning of individual items" (p" 490) " On the surface,

these findings appear to lend support to the Bellezza. Cheesman and

Reddy position" In Jacoby's study however, neither physical or

inplicit contiguity of acoustically related items was shown to be

an effective d.eterminant of recall. fl¡e effect was stronqest when

tl:e items were processed semantjn:'l'lrz (; o n:lsgorically related) "

In surmnarizing this section, iÈ is worthwhiLe to re-examine

the notion of organization" One thing appears clear. Organization

is based on contrnon semantic properties, so that to say subjects have

organized a list of- TBR items is to say they have processed them in

some semantic way. In that case, levels of processing researchers

have no troubl-e handling these data" Lockhart, Craik and Jacoby

(7976) concede that where organization lead.s to increased depth of

processing the resultant memory trace is more distinctive and hence

retention is likely to be enhanced. ft is suggested. that during

the formation of the episodic memory trace, where organization involves

seeking out relationships in semantic memory between the TBR items

tlre two processes (organization and depth of processing) are probably

co-extensive.

'I'rne.

are thought to

Even the most recent formulations of the mechanisms that

underlie depth of processing, i.e., the concept of
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Jacoby (L976), have

a correlate of depth; Conscious attention reguires time. As

mentioned earlier in this review, Craik (f973) tentatively suggested

that deeper levels of analysis require more time" Craik and Tulving

(1975) entertained this notion more seriously in their series of

studies" Usually questions of three kinds were asked of subjects

prior to presentation of a word" These questions required decisions

about physical, phonemic, and semantic attrilcutes of the words.

The questions were: a) Ls'the word in eapital letters?.
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effort as proposed by Lockhart, Craik and

consider the possibility that tine may be

or

to

b) Does the word rhyme with ---? and c) "Is t}le word in the category

?" (or "would the word fit in the sentence ?"). Results

were consistent in Experiments f-4 revealinq that both decision

latencies and subsequent performance on tests of recognition or

recall increased as a monotonic function of level of processing, i"e.,

as the questions moved from structural to phonemic to semantic level-s "

Hence there seemed. -to be strong indications that processing time might

serve as an independent index of depth. Ho\,¡ever, subsequent re-examination

of the data from Experiment 2 showed that this relationship was

not critical" By looking for the recognition levels for subsets

of words whose d.ecision latencies were apprecia-bly different it was

found that the slowest responses 1ed to no higher retention ab

measured on a recognition test tl:an that subset containing the

shortest decision latencies for each task. Subsequently, it was found
{(in Experiment 5) that a shallow (but difficul-t) task led to poorer

retention tåan flsqps¡ (but easier) tasks despite the ]atter taking

't occ r-imo fnr --^-1..r.-¡çÞÐ L.lrru !v! PruuçÞÞr¡rv.

Gardiner (I974) also examined tÌ¡e relationship between initial
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processing tiÍe and subsequenÈ recaIl to see what support there

was for ti¡ne as an independent criterion of depth" Srrbjects were

told to look for a target word in a series of to-be-presented word.s"

In each case the target was defined semantically in terms of one

(the target is a country) or two attributes (the target is. a :

European country) or phonetically, again with one attribute (the

target contains the sound /1/) or two attributes (the target contains

tlre sounds /L/ and, /n/) " In each case the decision latency for

tJre response to each target word was recorded. Subjects took longer

to process the target words phonetically than in terms of semantic

attrilcutes and yet recall- for semantically processed targets was

superior to target processed. in terms of phonetic attributes.

However, in the Gardiner study, it couÌd be argued that

subjects were not selectively attending to tJle whol-e word but

identifiying target words on the basis of constituent phonemes "

An earlier study by Mondani, Pell-egrino and Battig (1973) however,

required subjects Éo attend to a whole word (e.g., CHERRY) prior to

either orthographic processing (choose the correct response from a

set of alternatives where in all but one there \Á/as a letter not in

the word e.9., CJUI,, CXED, CHEP, CREH) or taxonomic processing (where

the alternatives were DWELLING, ANI¡4ALS, SPORTS, FRUITS) " Ttrese

authors found tlat, whi1e orthographic processing took longer than

taxonomic processing, recall was superior for words processed

taxononuic"ltt" Jacoby and Goolkasian (1973, E>periment I) reported

that while acoustic processing took less time than category processing,

recaIl for the latter was su.Ìrerior" Seamon and Murray (f976) also

found a negative correlation between decision time and recall as a
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l"lore recently, Goldman and Pellegrino (7977) added further

evidence to the claim tl:at retention d.ifferences are not simply a

function of total processing tine (providing one accepts reaction

time as an indicator of level of processing) " Specifically, they

found that the latency for decisions about acoustic versus orthographic

attributes of word.s rn¡as approximately the same (e"g., 6LO msec vs"

630 msec.) although these tasks led to differing levels of recall"

Further they found that negative decisions took longer than positive

decisions but positive ones were better recalled (Ttris phenomenon

of the superiority of 'yes'overrno'decisions will be taken up

in more detail later in this review) "

In sunrnary it may be said that the duration of the encoding

process may not be the critical factor for registering events in

memory. The implication (to be tested in the present thesis) is

that processing time may only be important to the extent that it permits

rlccner lewc]s of analvsis to be carried out.

Unigueness or Distinctiveness of Encoding. It has long been
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accepted that decreased similarity among l-ist items implies less

retroactive interference at recall (Adams , 1967) " fn the discussion

so far we have noted a consistent advantage for items encoded in

terms of their semantic features as opposed to items processed in

terms of phonemic, orthographic or other structuraf characteristics"

Certainly çncoding at the lower structure levels (i.e., checking a

list of words for a "Es" or "Gs") does not lead to a particularly

distinctive stimulus encodinq. Perhaps t}re laws of interference could

be invoked. to explain the obtained retention differences. Semantically
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list of unrelated words there ís not much likelihood of a severe

overlap in terms of their meaning attriSuËes. On the other hand,

many of the so-called non-semantic tasks described so far have

entailed redundant encoding to.the extent that the same encoding

question is asked. of successive list items " fhe effect, óf this

is to increase the proba-bility of interference of similarly encoded

items of recall"

likely to be more distinctive, since in a

Moscovitch and Craik (L976) explored this possibility¡ i",ê.¡

that the levels of processing notion is in accord with an encoding

distinctiveness hypothesis" It vras hypothesized that deeper

analyses set tl:e stage for more unique or distincti-ve encodings in

memory" Before being exposed to a TBR word for 200 msec subjects were

primed. with one of tlre following quesÈions:
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(a) Does it rhyme with

fhì Tc i l- i n 1.ho ¡: l-ocnrrz
lv,

On the basis of Craik's (1973) higher recognition l-evels for

(c) Does it fit in t].e sentence

sentences frames over categories, tlte autltors predicted retention

would be a < b < c. IÈ was suspected t1-at sentence frames would

provide a more unique encoding context than either of the other

types of questions. As speculated earlier, shall-ow encodings

having to do with typescript or rhyme, provide relatively redundant

rather than specific encoding contexts for the TBR items. Thre

distinctiveness of category names is also questionable, especially

as the number of TBR items associated with a particular category

increases (fulving & Pearlstone, 1966) . Since half of the subjects
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were supplied with the encoding questions as retrieval cues at re-

call there \,üas aIåo some interest as to whether the expected effect

due to levels would. be attenuated by the aid of a retríeval cue

at recall "

Ttre now reliable effect due to l-evels was obtained. i.e.,

retention was in the order a < b < c" Providing subjects with the

original questions as retrieval cues. magmified the effects due to

level of processing especially for the deeper encodings. This

interaction of encodinq and retrieval factors in cued recall wilt

be dealt with more fuI1y in the ensuing section.

To summarize the present study, leaving aside for the moment

the cueing effects, it appears tl:at uniqueness of encoding is

important but only if tJ:e item is processed substantivellz (i.e.,

in terms of its underlying, deep features). Surface-level uniQueness,

in and of itself, does not guarantee the memorability of an item.

To r:l¡ri fv the rlistinction, consider E>Qeriment III.ffirerein

semantic processing for a set of 6 TBR words \ùere encouraged in terms

of encoding questions that were unique in terms of surface structure

(i.e., Is it a garment? Is it a form of anparel? Is it clothing?

Can lzou wear it?) but obviously substantively similar (i.e., they

all meant t.Irre same t}ting). In the shared condition a1l questions,

reJ-ating to the same category of TBR words were the sarne. Since

tl:ere was no differences between these two conditions in levels of

cued recall it was concl-uded. that for sema¡rtic processing formal or

surface structure uniqueness was not conducive to greater retention.

In the third condition in this study each TBR word had its own unique

encoding question, in both form and substance. RecalL was markedly
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semanticallv "

One is tempted to conclude from the results of Experiment

III that even under conditions of free recall deeper levels of

processing presuma-b1y would create more unique or accessible

memory traces and hence facilitate retention" Certainly in the

Moscovitch and Craik study, under conditions of cued recall,

encod.ings of TBR words had to be semantically distinctive before

recall- was enhanced" Lockhart, Craik and Jacoby (L976) underlined

this point by speculating that phonemic encodings are someho\,v not

as distinctive or unique as semantic encodings. Certainly tJ:e range

of phonemic attributes is smal-ler and more red.r¡ndant for a given

list of TBR words than the set of semantic attríbutes that may be

tapped. Beíng more discrimina-bl-e it is understanda-ble that tasks

requiring analyses of these deep semantic features would provide

a more distinctive encodinq that woul-d enhance retrieval- of the list

items.
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In a recent study, Reed Hunt and Mitchell (1978) attempted

to extend the distinctiveness hvpothesis to several non-semantic

domains (i.e., phonemic and orthographic) by argiuing that llif the

distinctiveness of'the episodic memory trace is an important determina¡t of

memory, orienting tasks drawing attention to highly specific, non-

semantic features also should facilitate recall" (p. I22) . Íhrese

authors cfaimed that Moscovitch and Craik's failure to find a

facilitätive effect with unique rhyme encodings on recall may have

been a function of the particular list of words used, which potentially
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using low-rhyme words (e"9", devil, truth) , obtained better

retention in free recall compared, to word.s that rhymed with

large numbers of words (e.9", meat, pride) . within the

orthographic domain, too, recall was better following processing

of orthographically distinct v¡ords (e"9., lymph, gnaw) versus

ortJrographically cortrnon words (e.9", harp, kennel) .

Craik and Tulving (L975, Experiment 8) also found that

when rhyme encod.ings were made more unique (by reducing the set

size to be encoded to 4 in a set of 60 TBR words) their recall

was enhanced to the point where they were equivalent to recall

of 40 (out of 60) categoricallv encoded words " this uniqueness

effect was not, however, obtained for case-encoded words or for

the category group where recognition also did not vary substantially

as a function of set size " The overal-l conclusions therefore

remained tentative in this study as to explanatory powers of

uniqueness of encoding.

El-a-boration and Depth of Processing" TLre Craik and
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Tulving (1975) series of experiments begañ.',as.-an aÈtempt to

support the original Craik and Lockhart (1972) position that

nemory for an:event is dependent upon the natüre and number.

of perceptual anatyses carried out at input. Accordingly, they

embarkéd on a series of l-0 experiments to ful-fy explore t-l-e notion
t

of depth of processing. fh¡ese experiments wilt not be deal-t

wítj: in 'toto at the present time but will be referred to in

various sections to foIlow in order to bol-sÈ.èr arsuments or provide
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counter points of view to t-].e extant mechanisms postulated to

underlie the fevel of processing effect" The results of Experiments

1-4 replicated the earlier findings (cited ajrove) that showed.

superior retention in both recognition and recall for items

processed in terms of their semantic features irrespective of

whether subjects were given incidental or intentional learning

instructions. Ttre authors were somewhat perturbed at the

consistency of their findings even under intentional learning

conditions since it was thought that irrespecÈive of the orienting

task suÈJects would engage in some semantic analyses thus tending

Èo equalize retention across conditions"

Tkre notion of 'depth' was retained since it connoted

greater degrees of semantic analysis but the concept of amount

of stimulus elaboration or spread of encoding was introduced to

better characterize the empirical findings " Ttris modification

to the original depth notion was also invoked to explain t]]e

discrepancies in recalL associated with Yes and No responses. TLre

results of Experiments l--4 had consistently yielded higher retention

Levels for encoding questions requiring a positive response" It

was suggested that in the case of a ,oositive response the TBR item

and the encoding context formed a more coherent or elaborate unit

since it was rr¡ell integrated or congruent (Schulman , 1974) - Although

not entirely relevant to this section the Schulman study merits some

discussioq since the findings have been increasingly utilized by

Ievels researchers to account for consistently higher recafl patterns

associated with positive decisions (e.g. Is a cork screv¡ arl opener?)

as opposed to negative decisions (e.g. is spinach ecstatic?) Tlne
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õ+tãõr i c nrri +ô pervasive having been obtained. for both free and

cued recall as well as recognition" It was Schulmanls contention

that congruous encodings foster better relational encoding. This

explanation seems unsatisfactory especially since both encodings

involve semantic processinq"

The present author feefs tJrat congruous encodings entail

processing more relevant (sometimes definitive) attributes of the

TBR item. At retrieval qreater use can be made of existing coqnitive

information in reconstructing the original encoding. This strategy

is not available for t.J:e recovery of incongruities (i.e", we do

not normafly think of spinach as being ecstatic")

To summarize, effective stimulus elal¡oration invofves the

analvsis of attributes that are both unique with respect to TBR

word. and salient insofar as they form a connection or congruency

between the task demands, the encoding context, the TBR word' and

additionally, the'contents of semantic memory"

These results might as easily be interpreted using the notion

of uniqueness. Uniqueness as we have seen has no small part to

play in accounting for the results of depth of processing studies

(I'{oscovitch & Craík, L976¡ Reed Hunt & Mitche]l, 1978) " Furthermore,

we have seen that subiects instructed to form bizarre or unusual

images between a pair of words are able to subsequently recall

significantly more words than subjects given standard imagery
a

instructions (oelin, l-968). Certainly incongruous a¡d distinctive

encodings are not mutually exclusive terms. Craik and lulving

themsel-ves were able to wi-pe out the Yes,/No differences by encouraging
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eight. dimensions (size, length, width, height, weight, terhperature,

sharpness and value) were used and subjects were asked to respond

"YeS" or "NO" depending on whether the TBR wOrd was "gireater than"

or "l-eSS than" a reference object on one of eight dimensions. In

a cued recall procedure (where t]:e original question was restated)

subjects recalled both sets of TBR words eq.ually well suggesting

that original encodings were equally elaborate, irrespective of

whether the decision called for \,¡as ^oositive or negative"

Further consideration of degree of ela-boration revealed that

no simple explanation such as depttr of processing could accou¡t

for the total range of memory phenomena" To illustrate, Craik and

Tulving ( 1975, E>çeriment 7) manipulated degree of elaboration

within the semantíc domain" Sentential contexts in which the TtsR

word was to be embedded, were designated "simpler" "mediumr" and

"complex" primarily in terms of the length of the sentence frame.

Subjeets in an incidental learning study responded "Yes" or "No"

if the TBR word fiÈted the sentence frame. Results strongly

supported the expectation that free recall- levels would be higher

as the degree of elaboration of encoding context increased" What

is important to note is that the effect due to sentence complexity

was magnified in cued recal-l when subjects were given tlte original

sentence frames in an attempt to boost recall. Tttese results
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were nicely repticated by the cued recall aspects of tl:e Moscovitch

and Craik (L976) study.

It has become clear to levels researchers that tJ:e qualitative

nature of the mentaL operations during encoding has a decisive impact



on the probability of recall" Of more importance, is the fact

that the memorial consequences of various elaborative encoding

strategies can be enhanced consid.eralrly by reinstating the

original encoding context at recall, i.e., by providing cues

at recall that had been part of the original encoding environment"

Tulwing (L974) had stressed the importance of certain cues

available to the subject at recall and the way in which they might

interact with, and assist in, the retrieval of tlre episodic

memory trace. Íhis interaction is the subject of the next section.

Levels of Processing and Cueing. While the beneficial

effects of cued over non-cued recall has long been estabfished

fM¡n¡r]ar 1s^-7- Tulving & Pearfstone, 1966) only reeently have\À¿s¡¡s¡e¿ , '¿v 
| ,

researchers investiqated. the effects of cued recall as a function

of different levels of processíng" l4ondani, Pellegrino and Battig

(1973) in addition to demonstrating a superiority of taxonomic

processing over orthographic processing showed that supplying

cues after free recall rvas beneficial for the taxonomic processing

avnrrn nn I tz
Yrvuy v¿¡rJ .

Nelson, I.lhee1er, Borden and. Brooks (L974) examined the

combined. effects of levels of processing with retrieval cue

effectiveness in a cued recall study where presentation of 24 pairs

of words (cue and target) was fast (1.2 sec") or slow (3.0 sec.)"

Cues were either weak or strong in terms of their relationship to

the TBR wbrd and were either a rhyme or a synonym. subjects were

informed that the word on the feft side of the pair was a cue that

either "rh1.med with" or "has a meaning similar to" tf:e fBR word

on the right. Cues t¡ere available either at study and test or at

98
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test on1y. Note that in the latter case, the relationship of

the retrieval cue to the TBR word was explained only after list

presentation "

Íhe most notable outcomes of this study were that a) best

cued recall was for synonyms when they were available at study

and test for the slov¡ rate b) providing cues during botå study and

test did not enhance recall for rhymes but strongly facifitated

recall for synonyms. The relatively poor recall for synonyms

where the presentation rate was fast and the cue present only at

test is interpretable in light of a levels of processing viewpoint

and al-so in terms of the encoding specificity principle (Tulving

& Thomson , l-973). In terms of tl1e former, it had been hypothesized

that synonym recall might be less effective than rhymes at the

fast rate since there would be insufficient time available to

achieve the degree of elaboration or semantic analysis the task

required. As stated earlier whil-e time per se may not be an index

of depth of processing, it is nevertheless important to the extent

that it permits relevant analysQs to be carried out on the stimulus

material.

In terms of the encoding specificity principle the Nelson,

VÍheeler, Borden and Brooks study confirms the importance of the

interaction betl¡een encoding and retrievaL operations in cued recall

when attempting to provide a complete account of memory processes.

Ttre prinçiple which grew out of earlier work by Tulving and Pearlstone

(1966) and Tulving and fhomson (1973) states that "specific encoding

operations performed on what is perceived determine what is stored'

[inplying that different types of processing produce different types
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of memory tracesJ, and what is stored determines what retrieval

cues are effective in providing access to what is stored" (Tulving

& fhromson, 19'13, p" 369) "

The interactive effects of tltese two variables has since

been replicaÈed many times (Craik & lulving, 1975; Experiments

6 and 7 (for positive responses only) ; Fisher & craik, L977 ¡

t'{oscovitch & Craik , L976) especially when the cue - target

relationship is unique (stein , L977). Moscovitch and craik

(1976) had also demonstrated the J:nportance of uniqueness of the

retrieval cue as a facilitator of recall but this had been

accomplished by varying the number of TBR words paired with each

cue. Stein, however, sought to extend. the generality of the

concept by manipulating ttre uniqueness of the cue - target

relationship by varying tlie encoding instructions to subjects.

specifically, subjects rated two unrel-ated t$¡ords as "same" or

"different"-on a "hard-soft" dimension or rated the simile

"an X is like a Y" as "easy" or "d'ifficult. " The hypothesis

that the more unigue (or elaborate) encod.ing established in tJ:e

context of rating tJ1e word pairs as similes would subsequently

lead to a higher level of effectiveness for one of the pair as

a retrÍeval-cue at recall was confirmed in E>çeriment I for cued

recall and replicated in Experiment 2 using a pair-recognition

task. TLre results of this study were claimed to be more supportive

of the encoding specificity principle than the levels of processing

approach since it was subsequently shown that recognition (Experiment

3) and. recall (Experiment 4) was equivalent for both types of

encoding in the absence of anlz retrieval cues' rntuitively' both
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tasks appear to require relatively deep processing and hence tÌ¡e

fact that both rvere recalled or recognized equally well is not a

source of great concern for the levels of processing viewpoint"

Although tJre present review is concerned solely witJ: the

role of various encoding strategies and their memorial consequences

for words, it is interesting to note that orienting tasks, especially

those requiring semantic processing have been demonstrated to

interact with retrieval cues to increase the magnitude of the

difference in recall over non-semantic tasks bottr at the level of

sentences (Barclay, Bransford, Franks, McCarrel c Nitscht L974i

TiLl, Cormack & Prince, 1977) and paragraphs (Schallert' 1976) "

Mistler-Lachman (1974, L975) in a series of studies afso demonstrated

tl:e advantages of processing connected discourse for meaning.

These findings at the supra word level are seen to demonstrate the

pervasiveness and power of the concept of semantic processing.

Although most of t-Jre eryeriments discussed. so far lend

support to the lêvels of processing viewpoint a number of researchers

were developing serious tes.trr.tions about the interpretations of

some of these studies" For example, Arbuckle and Katz (1976),

atthough providing support at the l-evel of their data for semantic

over non-semantic processing, questioned whether the d.ifferent

types of orienting tasks really lead to the formation of qualitatively

d.ifferent memory traces. fhese authors srrggested that "non-semantic

orienting tasks may simply provide a Iess efficient means for

encoding semantic information" (p. 362). Their argument had its

origins in the failure of Walsh a¡d Jenkins (1973) to find any

evidence for addivity effects when semantic and non-semantic tasks
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were used in combination" As Postman (L976, p" 38) points out,

however, it is inconceivable t]"at reca]I remains unchanged

irrespective of tJre number of tasks imposed on the subject"

FurtlrermoreI recent studies (ictein & SaIÈz ' L976; Goldman &

pellegrino, 1977) have marshalled support for t]le additivity

effects of various encoding tasks" Arbuckle and Katz (1976) also

overl-ooked the Levy and Craik (1975) study that demonstrated

that semantic and acoustic codes cornbined additively to facilitate

recal-l "

To return to the original point, it must be restated that

Arbuckle and Katz (1976) and subsequent researchers (Morris,

Bransford & Franks , L977; Stein, L978) had serious misgivings

about the dichotomous nature of semantic versus non-semantic tasks

and. especially t]le appropriateness of the test for the TBR item

given a particular mode of encod.ing" Ttrey argnred tlat the type

of test ought to.be compatible with the original acquisition

activity" Morris. Bransford and Franks presented subjects with

sentence frames ê"9", "fLte

by a TBR word tJlat was either compatible semantically or not

(e.g., TRAIN vs. EAGLE) or a sentence frame e.g" r'

with legal" followed by a TBR word that required. a "YeS" or "No'

in terms of its compatibility with the sentence frame (e.g.r EAGr,Tl

vs. PEACH) . Following acquisition subjects were given either a

t

standard recognition test or a rh1'nr-ing-recogrtition test (where the

foil given in the recoginition test (e.g., REGA.T,) rhymed with the

one given in the acquisition (e.g., LEGAL) and both rhymed with the

TBR word (e.9., EAGLE) "

had a silver engine" followed

rhymes
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I^fhile t].e standard recoginition test supported ttre levels

of processing claim that greater depth of processing leads to

better menory performance the rhyming recognition test revealed

a different paÈtern of results. Rkryme acquisition was shown to be

superior to semantic acquisition given a rhyrn-ing recognition test

but only for 'Yes' decisions" fhris !Ías accounted for by invoking

Schulman's (1974) explanation of incongruity for the 'No' decisions.

Tl:e claim that earlier findings supPorting the levels of

processing notion were caused by a mismatch between Èhe encoded

information and the requírements of the retrieval environmeI'rt' does

not hold up under scrutiny. specifically, Morris, Bransford and

Franks (p" 530) claimed that Craik and Tulving's Experiment 8

(1975) did not test what was actually learned" Fisher and Craik

(L977) as we1f as others - have provided ample evídence to demonstrate

that retention is highest when the TBR words are encoded and cued

in the context of the same type of informatíon, i.e., it was found

that rhyme cues ied to optimaL recall for rhyme encoded words

while category cues maximized recall for words encoded categorically'

and finally words embedded in sentence frames were best recaIled

when cued by the sentence frames" It is stressed however that

providing the retrieval cues at recall did not equate r.etention

across conditions" Deeper semantic encodings still produced

higher levels of recall than shallower 1eve1s of processing"

D.espite the fact that Morris, Bransford and Franks acknowledged

tlrat semantic acquisition - semantic test conditions evidenced

better recall- than the rhyme acquisition - rhyme test conditions

there vras some reluctance to interpret these results v¡ithin a levels

of processing framework. Rather the authors opted for Jenkins'



(L974) explanation that memory for an event depends on whether

the subject possesses and/or uses appropriate knowledge and skills

to formulate an optirnal encod.ing" If Morris, Bransford and

Franks were suggesting that due to an impoverished semantic

memory the subject is sometimes unable to form or retrieve

episodic memory traces then there seems no great disagreement

between their point of view and what is essentially tJ:e view

of the chief proponents of tJre levels of processing approach

(Lockhart, Craik & Jacoby ' L976) .

Stein (1978), furtJrer questioned ttre assumption that non-

semantic processing necessarily is less meaningful and leads to

less durable memory traces. He joined ranks with arbuckle and

Katz (1976) and Morris, Bransford and Franks 0977) suggesting

r04

that given test-appropriate conditions, memory is a faithfuf measure

of the interaction of the tgR material and the task demand.s (e.9.'

the l-evel of processing). Specifically it was hypothesized that

subjects differentiate successive inputs in terms of the task at

hand.. It is therefore appropriate to test for the retrieval of

precisely that information which was encoded. Accordingly it

was thought that case encod.ing questions (e.9. , "- has a

capital I") should yield higher recognition performance than

semantic encoding (e-g" Th. _ rolled down the hi11.) when

the mode of testing was appropriate (e.g., a case-oriented recognition

test). Ttre data confirmed that "griven an appropriate test, case

encod.ing can yield superior retention of the stimulus tl:an

semantic encoding" (p. 168) " Stein preferred to characbertze these

results in terms of "precision" of encoding rather than "levefs of
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the claim that retention is optimal v¡hen test-appropriate conditions

exist (Morris, Bransford & Franks, 1977) ' are not substantially

d.ifferent from fh¡omson and lulving's (f973) encoding specificity

principle - a poinÈ of view with which levels proponents would

readilv agree. AII that has been demonstrated is that for recall

to be maximal the original encoding context must be re-esta-blished"

Elaboration within a Domain (or Level) of Processing

1o t]le present author, the ideas advanced by Stein, or

An important aspect of the original levels viewpoint that has

survived revisions is that the richness of the memory trace is

essentially a function of the number and nature of the attributes

analyzed d.uring input (Lockhart, Craik & Jacoby, 1976). As a result

of the rather large bodlz of existing evidence these authors also

advanced the notion that deeper, richer encodings are also more

'distinctive' and the resulting episodic memory traces are unique

and therefore more easily recovered or ïeconstructed during both

recogmition and recall. Tt¡ere is also some suggestion that d'egree

of elaboration (even within a domain) is related to both the number

and the nature of the features analyzed (p" 81) " However, one

might emphasize that it is the quality rather than t]le quantity

of the features analyzed that makes for a durable or rich memory

tïace. {t is in: the tight of this statement tleat further research

(within the semantic domain) is to be consid'ered-

Levels researchers have increasingfy utiliøed T\rlving's

episodic/semantíc memory distinction (Craik & Jacoby. 1975r Craik ç

105
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fulr¡ilr9 r'1975¡ Lockãart, Cr:åik. & Jacoby', 1gi61, in an attmrpt to

elucidate the processes thought to be operating in short-term

retention" fulving (Lg72) d.efines semantic memory as follows

(p " 386) :

Semantic memory is the memory necessary for the use

of language. It is a mental thesaurus' organized
knowledge a person possesses a-bout words and other
verbal synlcofs, tlreir meanings and referents, about
relations aJnong them, and about rules, formulas, and

algorithms for the manipulation of these symbols'
concepts, and relations. Semantic memory does not
register perceptible properties of inputs, but
ratl:er cognitive referents of input signals" The

semantic system permits t].e retrieval of information
that was not directly stored in it, and retrieval
of information from the system leaves its content
unchanged, although any act of retrieval constitutes
an input into ePisodic memorY"

Using lulving's framework, the experiments investigating

depth of processing have to do with the formation and retrieval

of various episodic memorv traces, since memories for lists of

items presented to sr:bjects in experimental situations are

autobiographical by nature. Incoming stimuli may be recorded

directly in episodic memory by rvay of various perceptual analyses

(i.e., it is possible for the episodic system to act independently

of tt¡e semantic systen) . the stimulus may be temporalJ-y tagged

(lulving, ¡;g72) or encoded in terms of structural or other relatively

shallow attrjJ¡utes" Additionally certain aspects or features of

the stimuli may be related to, and integrated. with, the stored

contents'of semantic memorY.

Craik, Lockhart and Jacoby (L976) argue for a closer

interdependence between the two systems than originally proposed

by Tu1ving. For example, a person may encode incoming stimuli



in terms of their perceptible properties andr/or additionally

access the contents of semantic memorv" Ítre resultant trace

of the stimulus becomes an event in episodic,'memorv. Th¡at the

durability of thè trace is a function of ttre elaborative aspects

of the encoding operations has already been stated (l,ockhart,

Craik & Jacoby, L976) "

One might posit that recourse to the contents of semantic

memory is only encouraged by deeper level-s of encoding" There is

some experimental support for this notion" Seamon and }lurray

(L976) speculated that level of processing might interact with

serial position, with recaLl of non-terminal items being g:reater

for semantic versus non-semantic tasks" Subsequent results

confirmed the e>çectation of a primacy effect for semantic processing

only, especially with the highly meaningfuL stimuli"

IO7

Further it is thought tJrat, whenever the task demands require

relatively shallofu encodings and no inputs to the episodic memory

system are derived from semantic memory, retrieval for that item

is Less like1y than if the memory trace is enriched by extractingr

features from semantic memory. For example, proof-reading a

manuscript for typographical or spelling errors can be done without

processing the deep meaning of the sentences. Sinrilarly deep meaning

can be accessed (presumably from semantic memory) and retained

without a. gtreat deal of surface structure analysis being consciously

carried out" To ill-ustrate this point Graesser and Mandler (1975)

found that memorv for strictly surface structure characteristics

of sentences was poor r^¡hen subjects were induced to concentrate



primarily on semantic analyses. It has also been a personal

observation of the author that bilingual people reading

connected discourse for meaning seem noÈ to notice changes at

the surface structure level from one language to ttre other.

ê.9., "Would you please open the porte?" WhaL is being put

forward here is the proposition t].at subjects can directly

access the target domain where analyses relevant to the task

demands can be performed. In this sense the episod.ic memory

trace can be formed either with tÏ¡e assistance of the contents

of semantic memory or compJ-etely independently of it" The memory

for that event is likely to be more or less durable depending on

the degree of semantic memory involvement.

Levels within Levels - The Semantic Domain

108

Not a few researchers have pointed out the need to investigate

the concept of l-evels úithin a broad domain (Baddeley, 1976, L9'78¡

BeLlezza, Cheesman & Reddy, Lg77; Elias & Perfettj-, 1973¡ Goldman &

Pellegrino, L977 ¡ K]ein & Saltz , 1976; Mistler-Lachman, L974¡ Nelson,

::g77). Baddeley (1976) acknowfedged a shortcorni'ng in the craik

and Lockhart approach in ttrat there was no clearly specified

means of comparing tl.e processing demands within the:semantic

domain (a point also advanced by Nelson, L977). More recently

Baddeley (1978) lamented the fact that no one had systematically

explored 
othe 

concept of a continuum of processing within a broadly

defined domain. Baddeley also observed that Craik and Tulving (L975),

after finding essentially no differences in levels of recall in

Experiment 1 between two semantic tasks (category, Sentence), confined

further attention to only one semantic task in sr:bseguent experiments'
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Hyde (1973) also failed to find increas'ed recall for subjects

rvho rated words on two semantic dimensions as opposed to words

rated along one dimension alone" However to the present author,

it is inconceivable that all semantic processing l-eads to tl1e

same memory Erace durabiliÈY"

other researchers fortunatety have been more persistent.

fhe question of greatest interest is ttrat, if there is a gradation

of memory performance associated with different types of semantic

tasks, is it due to qualitatively different t)zpes of analyses or

is the richness of the memory trace a function of the number of

semantic features encoded? fhe latter view is appealing to some'

since the memory trace is often conceived by many researchers

as bundl-es of attributes (Underr.rood, 1969) or attribute dimensions

(Saltz, L97L).

Etias and Perfetti (f973) found that recognition varied as

function of type of semantic encoding. Subjects were asked to give

as many free associates as possible to a TtsR word in f0 seconds

while another group was asked to give synonyms or words that were

"very cl-ose in meaning" to the stimulus word. Although both groups

outperformed a group of intentional learners there were no

d.if ferences in the hit rate for old words .between the s1'nonYm and

associative groups. Ttre hypothesis had been synonym > associative

since it was argued that in the course of generating synonlzns more

semantic attributes woul-d have to be searched for and tagged than

in the course of producing associative responses. Although the

nrertiered difference vras in the right direction, a slightly different
v¡vs¿v



rationale might have predicted the same differences" It may be

the case for example, that synonym encoding does not simply lead

to more semantic features being tagged (or extracted from semantic

memory) but qualitatively richer or nore distinctive features

which are more highly accessible during recognition. To develop

this point further, consider Gard.iner's (L974) study that employed

two levels of semantic processing. He found that subjects classifying

TBR words (e.g., Poland) as a count4/ (general) or a European

country (specific) showed better recall after the latter task

tJ:drequired more specific semantic processing"

Klein and Saltz (1976) attempted to differentiate level-s

of processing within the semantic domain" A preliminary rating

studV was carried out to establish the correlations between the

t10

various semantic attributes (e.g., pleasant-unpleasant, big-:little) "

Follovring this a series of incidental learning stud.ies.was conducted

wherein subjects were instructed Èo rate a list of nouns on a) a

dimension irrelevant to the wordrs meaning (e.g" vowel counting),

b) one relevant dimension (e"g", pleasant-unpleasant), c) two

relevant dimensions that were correlated with each otler (e-g-,

fast-s1ow, happy-sad) or d) Èwo relevant dimensions tlrat were

poorly correlated with each other (e.g. ' big-Iitt1e, pleasant-

unpleasant) .

With a sinql-e exception recall increased in concert with

tJre change in fevels of processing described above. The exception

was that the "happy-sad" task produced recal-l that exceeded afL

other single dimension tasks and was not significantly different

from any of the conditions where T1BR word.s were rated on Èwo



semantic d.imensions. The most important outcome, however,

was that recall involving rating on two unco¡:related dimensions

produced better recall t]"an rating on two moderately correlated

dimensions. Ttre authors interpreted their overall findings in

the light of saltzts (197r) conceptual model of cognitive space"

Briefly the theory postulates that a concept can be specified

in space in terms of its repïesentation on certain dimensions.

The more clearly specified its location is (as would. be the case

with the intersection of two independent dimensions) ttre more

clearly defined tl:e concept is and hence it is less likely to be

subjecÈ- to interfelence effects as would be tl]e case if the concept

were more diffusely specified" Tttus, Klein and Saltz (L976) account

for their results by suggesting that deeper levels of processing

within the semantic domain activate or specify the more relevant

or meaningful attributes associated rvith tf'le TBR item'

Fraise and Kamman (L974) provided further support for the

proposition that specificity is a correlate of depth of processing.

when tlrey asked subjects to search for specific exemplars of a

concept (e.g., a vegetabte) they recalled more than if the search

entailed locating an instance of the more general cfass (e-g- 
'

food). Note that the concept of specificity is not radically

different from the idea of distinctiveness or uniqueness advanced'

earlier by Moscovitch and Craik (1976) to account for levels of

processing results. Ilorevoer in another study alluded to earlier,

(Reed Hunt, & l"litchell, 1978) facilitative effects were demonstrated

for specific or distinctive encodings in both the semantic and non-

semantic domains. seamon and Murray (1976), in the context of
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demonstrating tJ:e superior retention effects of semantic

processing over structural processing utilized a semantic

orienting task similar to that used by Fraise and Kamman (1974),

i.e., subjects decided if a TBR word. was a general (TOOL) or a

specific (H-AM¡{ER) instance of the same semantic category.

Unfortunatellz, these authors did not report the data in sufficient

detail to allow conclusions to be drar,¡n abouÈ the specificity

principle "

It is not clear from t.J:e Klein and. Saltz (1976) study

whether deeper processing involves the nature of the attributes

activated, or the number of relevant attributes activated or

perhaps botJ. " Certainly the a¡omalous finding of the heightened

recall for the single relevant dimension task "happy-sad" does

not permit the d.rawing of any strong conclusions attríbuting the

effect to the number of encod.ed. attributes "

Evidence for the additivity effects of multiple encoding

attributes of TBR words (within and across various domains) can

be derived from a study by Goldman and Pellegrino (L977).

Unfortunately the multiple encodings within a domain were not along

various attribute di:nensions but in fact amounted to tÏ¡ree repetitions

of the same encoding question. Still results showed strong

additivity effects even across domains (orthographic, acoustic and

semantic) for recall and recognition. Perhaps the most significant

general fittai.tg was that multiple encodings \nlere most beneficial

when tJ:ey involved tYes" responses in the semantic domain"

Epstein, Phillips and Johnson (1975) in a¡r ingenious procedure

contrilcuted solid evidence for the existence of differing levels of

II2
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semantic processing. Moreover, they added strength to the growing

conviction that depth of processing is not only a function of the

task demand.s but also the way these demands interact with the

nature of t]:e TBR material.

To begin with, it was postulated that finding a difference

between semantica]Iv retaÈed words would require deeper processing

tÌ¡an finding a similarity" T'he converse argument was put for

unrelated pairs, i.e., finding a similarity would call for a deeper

leveL of processing if the pair r¿as unrefated. fhe hypothesized

interaction h¡as confirmed and is interpreted here as strong

evidence for a level-s within levels viewpoint. fhre findings are

entirely compatible with Craik, Lockhart and Jacobyts (f976)

statement tl:at "the operations carried out on the stimulus depend

on the interpretive task given to the subject...if t}le stimulus

is rare, unexpected or must be discriminated from similar stimuli'

many features aré analyzed and a rich memory trace results" (p. 81) "

ffre only discomforting aspect of tl:e above analysis is

that the emphasis sti1l appears to be on the number of features

analyzed. Thre present author prefers to interpret the Epstein,

Phillips and Johnson findings as reflecting the consequences of

qualitatively different operations, with the deeper task (i.e-,

finding a similarity between an unrelated word pair) producing

better recall because it required more conscious effort or attention
{

to cerform the task. Greater conscious effort is needed beÔause,

as Lockhart, Craik and Jacoby (1976) suggest, the contents of

semantic memory are accessed and altered aS a result of the deeper

processing.



Tlre concept of conscious attention or effort as an index

of depth of processing has a great deal of intuitive appeal.

consider a study recently conducted by schnur (1977) where

subjects in one condition were instructed to encode exemplars

of various categories using a design similar to thaÈ of craik

and flulving (1975). The independently manipulated. variable

was the relationship between the encoding context (category type)

and the TBR word. TLris was varied by preseni,ing either high,

medium or lo\^I exemplars of various categories as derived from

norms supplied by Rosch (1975). For example a high ranking

exemplar of tile category "weapon" was knif,e; a medium ranked

exemplar was bullet and a low ranking exempl-ar was car"

It h/as found tl]aÈ low ranking exemplars were classífied

more slowly but showed better retention on a subsequent recognition

test (for 'Yes' responses only) t-i.an high ranking exemplars ' Ïn

Ex¡leriment 2 usi-ng a paired. associate paradigrm again, low ranking

exempJ_ars were again better recalled than high ranking pairs.

Although the results were interpreted in terms of the encoding

elaboration hy-oothesis in that each TBR word and its category formed

a unique or highly elaborated unit particularly in the case of low

ranking exempl-ars it is also arguaþle that tJ:e process of classifying

low ranking exemplars required more conscíous attention or effort"

To the extent that conscious effort was reqùired to formulate.unusuaf

encodings (e.g., caï as a type of weapon) , then the findings are

consonant with the explanation given here and recently advanced by

l,ockhart, Craik and JacobY (1976) -
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In a just published study (Auble & Franks , L9'78), subjects

were read sentences that were generally incornprehensible (e"9" 
'

"the street was fuII of holes bècause the turning stopped. ")

until an appropriate cue was provided (e.g., cement nixer). For

one group the cue was made available 5 seconds after the sentence

had been read. Other groups received the cue immediately following

input and then had 5 seconds in which to elaborate ttre stimulus or

alternativeJ-y had t]-e cue directly integrated within the sentence'

Recall- was best for the first 2 groups since active or conscious

effort was required to integrate the cue with the sentence- where

the cue was already meaningfully integrated few analyses were

required to extract meaning and hence trace duralrility \^¡as not as

great. In conclusion, it is clear that not alf semantic processing

results in eguivalent recall-. It is equally clear that the question

of whether semantic encod.ing is better thought of in quantitative

terms remains unresolved.. Once access is gained to the semantic

domain t].e durabitity of the memory trace may be a function of the

number of relevant attributes activated. The al-ternative centers

on the, notion tiat v¡hat is more crucial is the qualitative nature

of the mental operations performed" A third alternative nl4y involve

some combination of both processes.

Thre Case Against Levels of Processing

lthile the levels of processing hypothesis has met with

ra-"otttble empirical support there have been several attacks on

the fundamental- principle itself or some aspects of its elaboration.

Nelson (Lg77) expressed some serious concerns relating to

tJ:e inherent circularity of tJ:e whole notion of depth of processing'
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The basic objection was that whenever obtained. differences in

retention \^¡ere found as a result of manipulating type of processinq

the retention differences were ascribed to greater depth of stimulus

processing or elaboration. In other words, the absence of independently

defined criteria that permit a priori pred'ictions to be made about

memorial outcomes as a result of various levels of analyses rendered

the concept scientifically empty" Hence, Nelson (1977) and Nelson

and VininS (lg78) preferred to attribute differences in memory'

performance to different kinds (rather than levels) of processing-

Seamon and Virostek (1978) overcame this basic objecÈion by

providing an independent assessment of depth of processing and memory

performance" subjects rank ordered Nersonrs (L917) thirteen exemplary

classification tasks according to the d'egree of difficulty associated

with each task. Tasks ranged over four broad categories: orthographic

class if ications, acoustic-phonological classif ications' caÈegory-based

classifications and meaning or object classifícations. The subject

defined depth of processing correlated significantly with free recall

scores for each task after incidental fearning by a separate group of

subjects. Hence, tJee data consolidated earlier claims as to the

advantage of semantic over non-semantic processing since classification

questions involving category or meaning referent judgnrents, in addition

Èo being judged to entail- deeper processing, cons*istently yielded higher

recalf scores than the orthographic classifications. More irnportantly
{

tlis study dispelled the notion that depth of processing could not be

assessed independentty of menory performance. The data, however, do

not suggest a continuum eitler within or across processing domains-

In some instances tasks evidencing little difference in subject defined
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'depthr were found to differ markedly in probability of recall-

Nelson (L977) also attempted to refute a clajm made in craik

and Lockhart's (1972) original paper that Type 1 (or maintenance

rehearsal, Craik & lfatkins, L973) processing does not increase the

dura-bility of tJ.e memory trace i.e., repetition of a r¡articular level

of analysis would not lead, to increased memory performance. Nelsonts

results showed that two repetitions of a TBR word requiring either the

same or a different phonemic decision with respect to that word,l-ed

to better recall than one repetition at the phonemic level" The

conclusion drawn was that repetition at a constant depth of processing

does in fact enhance recalL despite earlier research that reported

contradictory findings (Craik ç watkins, 1973; Jacoby, L973) " while

this concfusion is not basic to the present enterprise, it might be

pointed out tJlat repetition, in the sense tJ:at tJ:e subject was presented

with the TBR item more than once, should not be interpreted to mean

that the same leve1 of analysis was repeated by the subject each time

even though tJ:e orienting task might require two different but still

constant depth decisions (as in the case of two repetitions with a

different phonemic question each time). It is almost impossible to

say with any certainty that t1.e subject is restricting his level of

analysis to tÌ¡at specified by the orienting task on the second. repetition,

especially when the phonemic decision could have been made well- within

the allotted presentation time of four second.s per item. However, there

is evidence presented earlier to the effect of multiple encodings (i.e.,

repetition of the same analysis) can Lead to increased recall and.

recognition (Goldman & Pellegrino, 1977). In addition, Nelson (I977)

questions hovr, if same depth analysis does not enhance memory, the
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Ievel-s ofi processing proponents account for increased retention across

trials in a multi-trial learning situation. ¡¿ost likely the proponents

of levels of processing would res¡nnd by ind:lcating tJlat the subject

engages in deeper levels of stimulus analysis on each trial (or

repetition) "

the assumption that deeper levels of elaboration ensureS

more durable traces has also been challenged (Nelson & Vining' 1978).

In the present survey of the literature it has not been at all clear

whether effects of levels of processing operate primarily at acquistion

or additionally at retention or perhaps botÌ¡. Nelson and Vining (1978)

conceded. that levels of processing exerts a consideral:fe effect on

acquisition but has little or no effect on long term retention. After

conducting pilot research to determine a suitable retention period

(1 week) and the number of trials to equate level of learning (2 vs-10)

betrpeen groups that acquired items via semantic ("does the word represent

something you could hold in your hand?") or structural ("does the word

contain more than one syllabl-e?") orienting tasks subjects were presented

r,¡ith a list of unrelated words" ftre init.ial recall- test, given

inunediately after list presentation, showed no significant differences

between groups- However, there were differences in retention favouring

the sernantic Aroup. fkrese data were explained away by claiming that

the slight differences at acquisition, though not statistically

significantly, did favour the semantic group versus the structural

processing gr'oup (.71 vs. .64) and hence subtle carry-over effects may

have been responsiJcle for the (somervhat larger) retention differences"

Furtl:ermore, it was c]aimed that there was a lack of substantial- power

in at least one of t-he comparisons-
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It was resolved., therefore, to repeat ttre experiment reducing

tl:e retention interval to four days and changing both the nature

of tasks so the semantic question "Does the word represent something

that occurs naturally in ttre world?" was asked once after each TBR

word. whereas the structural processing group saw the l-ist ten times

responding to tJle sane question, "Does the word contain a long vowe1

sound?" A¡other change vias that separate groups were tested at

acquisition versus retention" fhre¡esults again showed no differences.

at acquisition. In contrast to Experiment 1 the semantic processing

condition showed no v¡orse retention after four days than the structural

processing group. It was concluded that overall there is "no consistent

advantage of semantic processing (or vice versa) " (p" 208) after groups

have been equated for level of learning. i¡Ihile it is agreed that leve1

of learning between groups was indistinguishable at immediate recal-I

it is hardly conceivable that the subjects' credi¡ility was preserved

over ten incidental trials with the salne encoding guestion for the

structural processing group. It is suggested that processing of a

more eLaborate nature may have afso taken place" If so, then the

results are less clear cut.

Reference is made to two studies where delayed recall also

differentially affected rate of information loss depending on the

nature of the original encoding.

At t]re level- of sentences' Treisman and Tu:<v¡orth (L974)

showed that á]though immediate reca11 leve]s were equal- for two

monitoring tasks (i.e., searching for semantic or phonemic anomalies)

after a 20 second fill-ed delay interval, recall favoured subjects who

were engaged in the semantic monitoring tasks. McMurray and Duffy
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(7972) also equated for level of acquísition across grouPs by varying

presentation rate. Ttre TBR stimuli were letter strings that were

pronounceable-nonmeaningful (e"g., PAC), meaningful but unpronouncea'ble

'(e.g., CTV) or nonmeaningful and unpronounceable (e'9', HGT) "

Interestingly under intentional learning conditions recall, after 18

seconds of interpolated. activity, vlas best for the last type of

material. It is arsued tlat while the stimuli in the last condition

were,novel or unusual the amount of conscious effort-:required' to

carry out the relevant analyses (i.e., raise the level of immediate

recall to that of the other two groups) resulted in a more durable

memory trace"

Baddeley (1976) expressed some serious misgivings about the

staÈus of depth of processing as a heuristic tool for investigating

memoïy phenomena. These concerns are elaborated further (Baddeley,

1978) and some of t].em (e.g., l-ack of evidence for continuum within

a.domain; the problem of circularity in the concept itself; "Ievels"

versus "degree of ela.boration"; tl1e necessity of deep processing

for durable memory traces) have been met and dealt with elsewhere in

this review. One criticism that remains most cogent is that depth

of processing is too global and lacks a precise definition Èhat woul-d

allow predictions to be made a-bout the relative effectiveness of

various processing tasks, particularly wittrin a single domain" Another

criticism is that too many of the studies have been essentially

replicative Ln nature, a point with which the present author tends to



Conclusions

As we have seen not all retention differences are accountable

by postulating single or simple mechanisms tike depth of processing

or degree of elaboration (Jacoby , BarEz & Evans , 1-978) " On the basis

of their experimental work these authors concluded that retrieval

cues and the retrieval context generatly interact with encoding

operations and meaningfulness of the material to affect both recall

and recognition. To reinforce their conclusions, we suggest that

ttre complex interactive effects of some of tJle following varía-bles

stitl require clarification: cue-target uniqueness; Ievel of encoding;

number of repetitions; Ievel of scaled meaningfulness of TBR material

(and its compatibility with the existing cognitive structures of the

learner); frequency; degree of organízation and sufficient time for

the subject to perform relevant analyses. No simple account of memory

and the manner in which it functions ar^¡aits us "

. perhaps the most promising aspect of the l-evels approach is

its focus on processes which has taken us away from the rigid notions

of the multistore models of memory (although see Glanzer & Koppenaal,

1976 who propose tl.e two approaches differ mostly in terminoloqy and'

pointsofemphasis).Murdock(L974)acknowledgedtheproblemsthat

plague that multistore theorist, especially as they concern each of

the stages and the need to descrjJce t}lem in terms of ttreir coding,

capacity and retention characteristics. Murd.ock (p. 26I) as a result

favours a co+tinuity view of memory and is in basic agreement with

the levels of processing approach in that he prefers not to think

of memory in terms of discrete temporal partitions'

Now the present emphasis in memory research is on processes

t2r



(as opposed to stages) - specifically the processes of encoding,

storage and retrieval. Although this papei has touched on all

three, the ernphasis has been squarely on the nature of the encoding

operations the learner employs in relating to and processing various

aspects of tJ:e TBR rnaterial in accord with the particular demands

of the e)<perimental situation.

Much of what has been reviewed cAn be accomodated by Craik

and Jacobyrs (1975) process view of short-term retention or primary

memory. fn terms of its broad characteristics, their concept of

primary memory is not radicalty dlfferent from Vüaugh and Normanrs

(1965) or even Baddeley's idea of working memory (see Baddeley &

Hitch I lgl4). The point of emphasis for craik and Jacoby (1975) is

tTre role of attention as the central processor. It is acknowledged

to be similar to Treisman's (1969) concept of attention where deeper

analyses Successively require more conscious attention for their

completion. Memory performance is Seen as an increasing function

of these levels of processing that occur within a more or less

continuous system of perceptual/cognitive analyses. fLre model does

not hov¡ever, preclude the idea of a Secondary system or what James

(1890) called "memory proper"" More recently this system has been

referred to as semantic melnorY (Tulving, 1972) and is regarded as

a repository of generalized knowledge a-bout the world'

L¿¿

An item can be maintained in prirnary memory by continued attention

to the item and as a result that encoded trace forms the latest

addition to episodic memory. Rather than being displaced when conscious

attention is diverted from it, it is simply pushed further down the line,

i.e., items are temporally ordered in episodic memory. It is important



to note however, that ín Craik and Jacoby's model, the semantic

menory sysrem can provide ind.ependent inputs into episodic memory"

Accordingly, memory can be a function of two types of input i.e",

'either external or internal or botl¡ (Norman & Bobrow, L977). To

clarify, the newly encoded episodic mentory trace can be partially

formed on the basis of ela-borate cognitive processes where relevant

features or attributes are extracted from semantic memory as well as

being the by-prod.uct of perceptual analyse= of À. sensory input.

This represents a refinement of Craik and lockhart's (L972) original

view. No$¡ processing can involve the use of cognitive structures at

al1 levels of perceptual analysis "

backwards scanning mechanism for temporally tagged items" After a

long delay between presentation and test, extensive reconstructive

strategies involving existing cognitive structures are required to

retrieve tJre TBR item" Craik and Jacoby (1975) conducted a stud.y

to underline the nearl to noqtrrlate two retríeval processes-backwards

scanning and quided reconstruction" Using a Craik and fulving (t975)

intentional Learning deisgn (i.e., case, rhyme, semantic processing),

encoding trials were inÈerspersed with recognition trials where the

TBR item \¡¡as re-presented after a lag of O-23 trials. Results showed

no differences in recognition rate for each type of encoding (presumably

because all items were relativelv recent and were retrievable via the

backwards sc€nning mechanism). In a subsequent free recall test,

however, tJre now familiar pattern of results emerged, i.e., semantic >

phonemic > structural" TLre differences were thought to be due to the

differential use subjects were a-ble to make of reconstructive strategíes

Retrieval for recentfy encoded events is effected via a

L23



where now the contents of semantic memory come into play.

In summary, this Paper has been a-bout human memory performance

and any theory that attempts to place memory in its proper perspective

as an integral part of an information processing analysis of human

cognition needs to keep an important distinction in mind - between

the contents of memory and the operations performed upon it" The

part of the memory t].at has received the butk of attention in this

review has been the qualitative nature of mental operations and

processes carried. out by the learner r^¡hile encoding incoming

information. fhre central processor postulated to underlie short-

term retention is conscious attention (Craik & Jacoby, Lg75) - William

James (1890) said that memory involved thinking about things which

we have experienced but a-bout which we were not thinking inrnediately

before. Today, almost 100 years later, we are re-examining conscious

attention as one of the chief control processes in memory.

I¿4
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Practice Sheet for Nine Semantic Processing Tasks
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EXPERTMETüT I

Practice Sheet for Nine Semantic ?rocessing Tasks

Pliers

A; Decide if each word is Living or

Decide if each word

Decide if each word(,

D. write 2 free associates for each word

E. Define each word

is Pleasant

1.

Nonliving

or Unpleasant

is Strong or l{eak

F.

L26

Write a sentence for each word

G. Inlrite a few words saYing how the

Crab

Vtrite a single sentence for each word

I. Write a few words saying how the 2 word's

2 words are different

are si¡nilar
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APPENDÏX C:

Examples of Paired Comparison Booklets



Mark with a X the task

Example of a

Write-a few words saying how the

Decide if each word is Living or Nonliving

EXPERTMET{T I

Decide if each word is Strong or Íleak

Write a sentence for each word

Decide if each word is Pleasa¡tt or Unpleasant

Vlrite a sentence for each word

Paired

Page

that requires more conscious

Comparison Booklet

I

Write a few words saying

Write a few words saying

2 words are different

l-28

Ðecide if each word is Living or Nonliving

Write 2 free associates for each word

Write a single sentence using both words

Decide if each word is Pleasant or Unpleasant

effort or attention.

how the 2 words are

how the 2 words are

Define each word

Decide if each word

Ðecide if each word is Strong or Weak

Flrite a single sentence using both words

sinú1ar

Decide if each word is Pleasant or Unpleasant

I^irite a few *old= saying how the 2

different

is Living or Nonliving

Write a sentence for each word.

l^lrite a single sentence using both words

words are d.ifferent

Page 2



Write a few words saying how the 2 words are.

Decide if each word is Livinq or Nonlivinq

Vtrite 2 free associates

Define each word

Decide if each word is Stronq or Vleak

Write a few words saying how the 2 words are different

Write a single sentence using both word.s

?Irite a few words saying how the 2 words are similar

for each word

!{rite a few words saying how the 2

Decid.e if each word is PLeasa¡rt or Unpleasant

Define each word

Decide if each word is Strong or VJeak

sirnilar

Write a2 free associates for each word

Write a few word.s saying how the 2 words are different

l-29

Decide if each word is Living or Nonliving
Decide if each word is Strons or Weak

words are. similar

Decide if each word

Decide if each word

!{rite a single sentence using both words

Write 2 free associates for each word.

Define each word

is Pleasant or Unpleasant

is Living or Nonliving

Decide if each word is Pleasant or Unpleasant

Decide if each word. is Strong or l,teak

Write a few words saying how the 2 words are sirn-ilar

Page 3



write a single sentence using both words

Vürite a few words saying how the 2 words

Decide if each word is
Write a single sentence

Define each word

Write a few word.s saying how the 2

Decide if each word

Decide if each word

Living or Nonliving
using both words

lfrite a few words

Write a sentence

are different

Page 4

is Strong or Weak

Write a sentence for each word

V'irite 2 free associates for each word

is Pleasant or UnPleasant

130

words are differenÈ

saying how the

for each word

DecÍdd if each word is -Living or Nonliving

!'lrite a sentence for each word

Decide if each word is Pleasant or Unpl-easant

Write 2 free associates for each word

2 words are similar

Write a
Write a few words saying how the 2 words are similar
Define each word

write a few words saying how the 2 words

Vlrite a sentence for each word

Decide if each word is Strong or Weak

Write 2 f.ree associates for each word

Ðefine each word

Write a single sentence using both words

are different



l"lark wittr an trxrr Èhe task in each pair below that required more conscious
effort for you to carry out. Remember it may have not been the longer task
but simpty required more conscious or ela.borate thinking on your part"

Example of Paired Comparison Booklet

Page I

Deciding if each word was
Deciding if each word was

IÞciding if each word was
Deciding if each word was

EXPERIMEMI TV

Deciding if each word had a

Deciding if each word was a

Deciding if each word
Deciding if each word

Decide if each word was a good example of a given category'
Decide if each word was Living or Non-living

used in a good, meaningful sentence"
a good associate to ttre word at the top

good associate to the word at the top.
good example of a given category"

good definition.
good example of a given categoraz

Pacre 2

Deciding if each word was used in a good., meaningful sentence.
Ðeciding if each word was a good example of a given category.

131

was Living or Non-living.
was used. in a good, meaningful sentence

Deciding if each word was Livi-ng or Non-living"
Deciding if each word was a good associate to the word at the top.

Deciding if each word. had
Deciding if each word was

Deciding if each word had
Deciding if each word was

Deciding if each word was a good'
Deciding if each word had a good

a good definition
used in a good, meaningful sentence.

a good definition
Living or Non-Iiving

associate
definition

to the word at the toP"
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Response Patterns for Paired Comparisons Data
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2

4

I
5

ñ

I
1

12
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1t
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0
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DEF

L-NL
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Subject No" 47

1

I
1

t

FA

SENT

CAT

DEF

!- t\!

FA SENT CAT ÐEF L-NL R.

Subject No" 49

2

0

5

I

FA

SENT

CAT

DEF

L-NL

FA SENT CAT DEF L-NL R.'l

Subject No" 48

I
I

r13
II4

II
L2

0

t42

I
1

L2
114

1I
t_J

ô

FA

SENT

CAT

DEF

L-NL

FA SENT CAT DEF L-NL R.
l

Subject No. 50

I
I

L2
1'l/1

II
t5

0
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Coefficients of Concordance for Experiments t and fV
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Task

STM DTFF DEF 2-!{S l-VüS zFA S-!Í P-UP L-NL

TASK# I 1 9 4 6 5 3 7 2

Coefficient of Concordance of Ranks Assigined

Èo 9 Sema¡tic Tasks for 12 Raters

L2
ZJ

3I
À19!

5t
6I
t5

91
IU -L

11 I
L2r

EXPERTMENT I

5

I
2

3

3

2

4

I
2

4

)
2

I
2

5

4

2

4

3

Á

4

5

2

2

5

5

3

2

z

5

5

6

a

5

4

3

r

4

5

5

4

6

l-44

I
7

3

5

o

6

6

6

o

o

q

4

R
l

The mean of n. = 540 i
l

Kenda1I's coefficient
pp. 229-238).

6

J

'7

7

ìJ

a

9

6

7

22

I

I
a

9

9

9

6

I

32

I
Y

Y

9

7

8

7

at

I
9

JY

Ensembfe-Abduction

Residue-Nephew

Buffoon-Amazement

Extermination-Viench

Pacifism-Henchman

Charlatan-lmpotency

Maker-Opinion

Wholesaler-Deceit

Originator-Malice
Foll.y-Armadillo
Fallacy-Arbiter
Bard-Charter

g= (22_6ü2
+ (54-60) 2

= 6 1362

rn the 12 ra¡kings Sl had 3

T.= r(t3 - E)
L2

Sn also had 3

VTORÐ RATED

+¿

9=60
of concordance: with tied ranks

J

54 78

i lcz (N3 - N) - kÀr
i. L'
LZ

94

+ (32 - 6ü2
+ (78 - 6c }2

tied rankings

:3_¡=L2

tied rankings

(see Siegel, 1956'

I

+

(3s - 6ü2
(82-60)2 +

+ (42-6ü2
(s4-6o)2+ (s7-6ü2

2

rF=)



w = o50¿
r Ozl z (g3 _ g) _ L2(4)
1)

= 6362

-
8592

1À. ¡=

Using a chi square to tesÈ the sigrnificance of 9ü

x2= k(N-1)w
. = L2 (8) .74

II.L5

L45

df = N-l
-8



1r+b

Subjeet SENT DEF FA CAT L-NL
lf24r3s

Coefficíents of Concordance of Ranks Assigned to Five

Semantic Tasks bv Fiftv Raters

5'

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

4

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

2

5

5

5

4

5

5

5

5

L234
L243
1234
L432
t234
1234
L243
3133
5222
2L43
L243
2413
,12. 1,

3133
43L2
34L2
3154
34L2
2242
L234
L235
L243
L234
1324
L¿J¿+

EXPERÏMENT IV

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

JJ

J4

J)

JO

JI

3B

39

40

4I

4Z

+J

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

Subject SÐ.IT DEF FA CAT L-NL
ll 24r3s

5

5

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

4

5

34
34
53
53
43
?t!

34

31
53
24
42
J4

J4

45

2

1

I

I

L2
21

a

2

5

4

6

I
9

t0
11

L2

13

L4

15

I6

L7

18

L9

20

2L

22

23

24

25

r_3
l_2
2L
33
2L
22
13
T2
2L
12

5

5

5

5

89.5 102.51565 16L5 240

3.5 1.5 1.5 3.5 5

5

5

5

4

5

5

5

4

5

L2
43
34
)J

42
J_4

LA

53
24

4

I

k

k

I
3

2

.)
L

1.

-l

I

2

2

2

3

2

1

1!

t
I



Kendall's coefficient of

1956, pp" 229-238) "

t{=

S-

concordance: with

(sg.s-tso)2 + (ro2"s-lso)2 +

(oo. s) 
2 +

- L4'

T=x

m
t

mrl r -
ff

T=
to

I
2 x2 0r3-rq)

L84"75

(t3-t)
L2

s3-¡

G7.Ð2

tied ranks (see Siegel,

r47

-krt
( 156-lsO)'* (tur. 5-rso) 2 

+ (zso-tsoJ2

rc)2 + (rr.s)2 + (sü2

L2

-J
1.)

z-¿1
n

?
5-5

T=-22

'34 -

m-39

T=
+)

I

(23 - z)
L2

T2

:3-:
L2

:3-s
t2

-3
L2

T

w

=2

14 ,L84.75
(50)2 (s3-s) - (50x13)

I3



= L4,I84.75
12?
2 (s0) - (s--s) - (50x13)

= L4,L84.75 -1 2500 (r20) - 6s0
^

= 74 ,184.75

Usíng a chi square to test the significance of V'l

2X- = k (N-1) I,I df = N-I

= 50(4).58 :4

= llb.5

= .59

l_4 ö

24 -350
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Word Lists



Stimulus Words and Their Meaningfulness and Intagery Ratings - selected

Frbm Paivio, Yuille and lvladigan (1968) 
"

lford List - E>çeriment II

abduction

amazement

arbiter
armadillo
bard

buffoon

charlatan
charter
deceit
ensemble

extermination
!a.Lrq9)'

fotly
henchman

impotency

maker

malice

nephew

n¡ininnvl,!¡¡+v.¡

originator
pacifism
residue

\,tenCh

wholesaler

M

4.80

4.50
? 71

4.38

4.80

4.50

3. 19

4.89

4"92

4.80

4.96
- t^5. t¿

4 -40
?an

3. 16

5.00

4 -56

4.48

4.96

4.48

3.80

4.48

5. 08

4.88

x 4.43
- Fqs.o. .) /

150

T

4.93

4.47

2.33

3.77

4.90
/l aa

3.43 1

3.83

3. 30

4.63

4.03

2.30

2.93

4.67

3.40

J-)t

3. 30

.4.30
3.23

3. 30

3.90

4.87

5. 30

5.ó I

3.87
Qñ



Stimulus Words and Their Meaningfulness and Imagery Ratings - Selected

From Paivio, Yuille and Magigan (1968).

Word List - ExPeriment III

artist
author

bravery

captive
colony

creatì-Ire

de¡non

dweller
explanation
t^- + â Ã!rr4¡ uqÞ),

genius

homocide

instructor
kerosene

madness

-.: -- -^¡rurqYE

opium

prestage

retailer
sicl<ness

socialist
utensil
venom

weapon

lsI

M

6"65

5.24

6 "44
5.39

5 .00
E tr'rì

5.04
c rìq

5.06

6. ¿+

\ /g

6.04

5. 16

cÁ?

5.88

4.56
h /h

6. 36

4.54

6.08

6.40

t.ó4

-?--À )- l I

s.d. 0.78

I

5.93

4. 53

4" 40

5 "27
f,. IU

4.60

4.37

2.90
?7n

4-¿t

A 11

5.77

4. UJ

. 4.97

4 -60

J-O/

4. 33

f,. l_5

5.47

4. ¿J

5.73

4.6r

0.81



Stimulus Words Selected from Lhe l"fichigan Restricted Association Norms

(Riegel, 1965) "

Word List - Experiment IV

anger

armadillo
baby

barn

doctor

ha¡rd

hawk

homicide

instructor
king
knife
Iettuce
mattress
moth

music

nephew

ocean

opal
opium

orchid
porthole
scissors
soldier
square

sun

thief
town

typhoon

uranir¡n

whiskey

]-,52

fri*9y.
foreigner
sheep

Buffer items
**

BScency.

-^!1^}/qu¡

socialism



Stimulus Words Selected from the l,lichigan Restricted Association Norms

(Rieget, 1965) "

Word List - Experiment V

armadillo
baby

barn

doctor
hand

hawk

homicide

instructor
lettuce
mattress
moth

nephew

Is3

ocean

opal

opium

orchid
porttrole
scissors
soldier
square

thief
towrr

tlphoon
whiskey

Primacy

music

sun

Buffer Items

**

Recency

sheep

king



1. Anger is a strong emotion or feeling, Iike hate, where often the

- adrenalin runs high"

2. An armadillo is an animal with a hard shell-like body that likes

to burrow in the ground and is usually found in South America.

3. A baby is a tiny infant who is cuddled and fed from birttr by it's

mother"

4" A barn is usually a wooden building located on a farm to store hay

and. provid.e shelter for a¡rimals.

5. A doctor is a qualified medical practitioner who tends to the

need.s of sick PeoPle.

6" Íhe hand is that manipulative part of the body at the end of the

arm having five fingers"
7. A hawk is a predatory bird with a strong beak and sharp talons

that likes to prey on smaller animals-
g. Homicide, like murder, involves the killing of human beings.

9. An instructor is a trained person who earns his living by teaching

certain skills and knowledge to students"

10. A king is a royal monarch whose nobility and sovereigmty empowers

him to rule over his subjects-

1I. A knife is a cutting implement that usually has a steel bfade with

- -L---a snarp eoge.

L2. A l-ettuce is a leafy green vegetable thaÈ adds crispinesS to any

sa1ad.

13. A mattress is a tlpe of bedding or case stuffed with feathers and

springs and upon which people sIeep.

14. A moth is a small grey insect, Iike a butÈerfly, that likes to

eat woollen clothes.

15. Music is the art of composing and combining sounds, or notes, in

a harmonious way so that it may be played or sung according to

some arrangement"

Continued". "

Definitions Used in Experiments IV and V



. 16. A nephew is a relative, the son of either your sisÈer or your

brother"

-17. An ocean is a great body of water that is salty and houses a

variety of fish and planets"
18" An opal is a beautiful bluish-green stone that is found mostly

in Australia"
19. opium is a kind of drug made from the juice of the poppy flower,

and is smoked or eaten as a stimulant"
20" Arr orchid is an exotic flower of brilliant colors, usua1ly, white'

tad, "t 
purple.

2l-" À porthole is a small round hole for looking out of the side of
a ship.

22. Scissors are sharp steel instruments used for cutting paper or

material "

23. A soldier is a mititary person who enlísts in the Army in times of
war and goes off to fight the enemy.

24. A sguare is a four-sided fign:re whose sides are all equal and whose

angles are aII ninety degrees.

25. The sun is a bright yelIow star whose hot rays shine down and

warm the planet Earth.
'26. A thief is a type of criminal, like a robber, who breaks the law

by stealing from other people"

27. A town is a large collection of housee or a co¡Enr:nity where a group

of people live, work, and grow together"

28. A tvphoon is a violent storm, like a hurricane, with winds in
excess of 75 m.p.h"

29. Uranir¡n is a radioactive white metal that can be used as a source

of atorn-ic energy.

30. Whiskev is an alcoholic spirit or drink that is usually distilled
from grains like corn or rye.

1qq



1"

¿.

Ihe anger of the crowd grew

The armadillo scurried down

3.

Sentences Used

TLre noisy baby cried all
a

The animals were kept in
dropped below zero"

pursuer"

6.
1

Õ.

Íhe doctor came at. once in response to the emergency call"

in Experiments IV and. V

He extended. his hand in a gesture of friendliness toward the newcomer.

Tl¡e har,¡k swooped on the little field mouse and carried it away.

Ttre detective in charge of homicide e>çected an early arrest.
9. TLre instructor spent extra time tutoïing the slower students in his

statistics class"

in intensity over

its burrow in an

laì

1I"

night long for its
the barn overnight

By the king's royal authority the man çias executed"

The butcher cut his finqer on the sharp knife.
12. TLre lettuce leaves were greatly appreciated by the pet rabbit.
13. Ttre customer purchased the mattress at Eaton's for her new bedroom.

L4. fhe moth was attracted by the tight of the fire and flew to its death"

15. Ítre har:nting melody of the music drifted across the water to the
shore on the other side.

t6. Thre nephew went duck shooting with his favorite r:ncle.
I7. The mood of the ocean changed from day to day throughout the voyage.

18. Ttre prospectors spent weeks digging for precious. opals
19" The illicit importation of opium into North America has increased

noticeabl-y over the last d.ecade.

20" Thre yor:ng man presented his date with a beautiful orchid as a corsage.

2L. The angry sea came crashing in through the broken porthole"
22. Íhre dressmaker was lost without her favorite pair of scissors for

the refereers decision"
effort to escape its

156

bottle
when the temperature

cutting out her patterns..

23. fhe soldie.T's giun and uniform were wet from wading across the swol-Ien

streams "

24. fhe old peasant went to do her shopping in the village square-

Continued... "
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25. fhe fierce desert sun took its totl of the weary travellers"
26. Íhe thief broke into the safe and escaped with the jewels.

27" Íhe farmer visiÈed the town once a week to shop and carry out

his business.

28. The typhoor.I. left a trail of destruction and desolation in its

wake as it lashed ttre tiny coastal village"

29" people are not yet sure of the potential radioactive threat posed

by the current disposal meÈhods of uranium waste"

30" Thre alcohol level of the whiskey is too much for the novice

drinker.



Words and Questions Used In Experiments fV and V

Stimulus lford

fIlYLrll.t(

ARMADILIO

BABY

BARN

DOCTOR

HAND

HAWK

HOMICIDE

INSTRUCTOR

KÏNG

KNIFE

LETTUCE

MATTRESS

MOTH

MUSIC

NEP¡IEW

OCEAN

OPAL

OPIUM

ORCHID

PORTITOI,E

SCISSORS

SOLDIER

SSUARE

SUN

THTEF

TOWN

TYPHOON

URANIUM

WTIISKEY

Free Associate Superordinate Category

hate

tortoise
cnl_ro

cow

nurse

finger
wing

rmrrder

professor
queen

fork
salad

bed

butterfly
note

uncle

water

diamond

drug

rose
qlri n

paper

war

circle
moon

robber

city
hurricane
iron
drink

158

a type of emotion

a tyþe of animal

a type of human being
a type of building
a type of occupation

a part of the body

a type of bird
a type of crime

a type of occupation

a type of ruler
a Èype of utensil
a type of food

a type of furniture
a type of insect
a Èype of sour¡d

a type of relative
a type of natural earth phenomenon

a type of,precious stone

a type of plant
a type of flower
a type of window

a type of tool
a type of person

a type of shape

a type of star
a type of criminal
a type of community

a type of r+eather phenomenon

a type of metal

a type of drink



Stimulus Words and their Meaningfulness and Imagery Ratings - Selected

From Paivio, Yuille and l"ladigan (1968) 
"

$ford LisÈ - E>çeriment VI

animal

bandit
blacksmiÈtr

breeze

butterfly
cotton
disease

doctor

fisherman

forest

Yv¿!

horse

infant
injury
+..¡^^
J uuYç

Iord.

meadows

ocean

pollution
pudding

sultan
tobacco

troops
vessel

lm'

7. 00

6.92

7 .44

7??

7.13

7 "44
7.32

7.84

9.r2
8.16

8.67

t.¿u

7.32

7.04

6.68

8.00

8.76

7 .40

7"3r
7.24

7.84

7.54

7.82

I. i.60
s. d. .74

rrt

6.10
\ H<

o.J_/

f,.ö/

6.63

6.00

4.87

6.40

6.50

6.63

6 "70

6.80

b. JJ

5. /U

o.¿t

4.63

6.43

6.77

4"63

).¿t

6 -27

6. r3

5.90

6.06

.Ôz
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APPENDIX G:

Instructions



EXPERTMENT I

SPECIFÍC TNSTRUCTIONS GTVEN PRTOR TO RATING TASK

"Íhere is a theory in human information processing that

goes something like this: If you are given a task to do with

respect to a particular word your memory for ttrat word will-

vary depending on the nature of the task. For example, if I

asked you whether each word in a lisÈ of words had the Lêtùei

"e" in it as opposed to asking yoú whether it rhymeQ with another

word, the theory might suggest memory for the word would be better

following the seoond task because somehow it required more conscious

attention or a deeper kind of analysis in terms of the mental operations

involved. Similarly, if I asked you to judge whether a word. was

in upper or lower case letters versus, say estimating how pleasant

the sound of the word was, which do you tlink might require a

deeper kind of processing in order to carry out the task?

1a1Itf.L

I'm going to show you some tasks that all have one thing in

common - they all involve thinking in some \{ay a-bout some aspect of

a word's meaning. Some of the tasks could be carried out rvith a

minimum of conscious effort or attention while others miqht cause

you to direct your attention to deeper or more important features

of the \^¡ord" Some of tJlre tasks wilL involve your relating to two

words in order to carry out the task" I still rvant you to keep the

same criterion in mind. lvhich task requires more conscious attention

or effort for you to carrlz out.

f don't want you to feef that the time it takes for you to do

the task is the important thing. People doing research in the area

seem to think that while time is obviously an important factor, it is



1a^lo¿

what you are doing with the time you have that is most important.

So you could say some of these tasks are qual-itatívely different

from others in that they require you Èo procesq, if you rike,

deeper aspects of the word..

we will have some practice, first of art, doing the tasks

(E gives out practice sheets) so that you can get a feel for what

is involved in carrying out each task. Again, try not to think in
terms of how hard or easy tJee task is or how much time it takes"

WorJ< through t]le sheet with these words in rn-ind (E writes several-

practice examples on tlle board, €.9., pliers - cralc) .

task paired with arL other tasks but in scrambled. order. r v¡ant

you to work through the booklet and put a cross beside the task in
each pair that requires more conscious attention or effort to carïv
out- rf you are not sure about a particurar pair r donrt want vou

to l-ook back to earlier ratings - just try to keep the criteria

we've talked about in mind. That is, which task directs vour

attention to deeper or nìore important features of t]:e word or words?

Are tl:ere any questions? Alt rightr 1zolJ may begin now",,

All right, now f'm going to give you a booklet that has each



"One of the purposes of this study is to collect information on how

people use words" As you know language is continually changing and we

are interested in seeing how people perceive certain aspects of words

today.

A series of slides will be shown to you with English words printed

on them. Each of you has a booklet face down in front of you containing

instructions telling you what to do as each word (two words*) is

presented" Remember your task will always be the same for each word (two

words*) although other people in the room may be performing different

tasks" You can turn over your booklet now and read. your instructions" " "

Are there any questions?

To give you an idea of what your task entails and particularly to

show you that you will not have a great deal- of time to carry out the

task for each word (two words*) we will have a practice slide followed by

a blank. During this interval T will stop the projector if anyone is

uncertain as to what to do or has any questions. Re¡nember we will begin

with the practice slide foLlowed by the blank interval-. FoLlowing that

there will- be the series of slides for 10* seconds while you carry out

your task" When this part of the experiment is over there are one or two

other things we have to do before we are finished"

Are you all ready?"

*
Íhe ti¡ne and task appropriate to each condition is stressed here.

At completion of the presentation of the slides and after an interval of
2 I/2 - 3 minutes the subjects were issued with written free recall
instrucÈions (see Part 3 of this Appendix).

EXPERIMEMIS TT AND III

GENERAL TNSTRUCTTONS



EXPERIMENTS

SPECTEIC INSTRUCTIONS REIÀTTVE

Your task is to write a sentence ex¡rlaining how the two word.s that
appear on the screen night be similar in meaning. Try to make the sentence
meaningful or creative in some way.

e.9., if the two words are scavenger

are persistent kinds of thinqs"

write:

30

IT AND ITT

A sirn-ilaritv between scavenger*

1.

Second Tasks

SII',lfIARITIES

TO EAC]I SEMANTIC PROCESSING TÀSK

A sentence like "A simil-arity between scavenger and. stubborn¡ess
is that they are both nouns or they both have 3_syllables.trdoes not really

*be sure to write the 2 words"

show possible similarities in meaning.

You wil-I have 30 seconds to make up and write down the way in which
the 2 words are similar in meaning and then turn the page in your booklet
in Íeadiness for the next two word.s. If you are r:ncertain about this
procedure or have any questions please raise your hand.

]-64

Your task is to write a sentence e>rplaining how the two word,s that
appear on the screen differ in meaning. Try to make the sentence meaning-
ful or creative in some wav"

and

and stubbornness* is that both

stubbornness

for money and meteor is a flaming shootinq rock.

.: € !L^ !.-.^ç.y., r! L¡¡ç Lwv words are meteor a¡rd purse you might. write

A difference between meteor*a¡d. purse* is that purse is a container

A sentence like:
meteor has 3 syllables

you might

*be sure to write the 2 words"

DIFFERENCES

differences' in meaning.

You will have 30 seconds to
the 2 word.s differ in meaning and
readiness for the next 2 words. ff
or have any questi'ons please raise

A difference between meteor and purse is that
and purse has 1.

make up and wriÈe
then turn the page
you are uncertain
rrnrrr Ïr¡n¡l

does not realIy show possible

d^own the way in which
in your booklet in
about this procedure



Your task is to make
appear on the screen" Try

If the two words are

The famous explorer
escapade* "

Be sure to write each word
things that the Èwo words have in
"Both words have three svll-ables"
côñ i-êñ^ê

2-WORD SEN1ENCE

You wil-I have 30
each word pair and turn
two words. If you are
please raise your hand"

up a single sentence using both words that
to make the sentence as meaningful as you can"

hunility and escapade you might write:

exTribited r:nusal- hunr-ilitv* over his latest

Your task is to define each word. as it appears on the screen"
ê.g., if the word j-s alimony you rr-ight write:

Alimony* is a payment of money by a man to his ex-wife for support.

in your senténce. Do not point out
common, e.g., "Both words are nounstt or

" Instead, try to construct a meaningful

seconds to make up and write your sentence for
the page in your booklet in read.iness for the next

rrncertain about this procedure or have any questions

20 Second Tasks

4. DEFINITION

165

*be sure to write each word in vour definition.

Often a definition calls for more than just using it in a sentence,
€.9., for a]imony you might write:

The man paid al-imony every month.

but this doesn't really say what alimony is.

- A robot is a mechanical creature that may have some of the same
appearances and fr:nctions of man, i.e., try to include important features
and characteristics in your definition.

Sirnilarly, a definition for robot would be something like:

You will- have 20 second.s to make up and write d^own your definition
for each wordr. a¡d turn the page in your bookl-et in readiness for the next
word. If you are uncertain a.bout this procedure or have any questions
raise your hand.



Your task is
the screen. Try to

If the word.

chilly "

The dra

to make up a sentence using the
make the sentence as meaninqful

5. I-WORD SENTENSE

would not be a very meaningful sentence.

*be sure to write each word in your sentence.

is drauqht+

You will have 20'seconds to make up and write down your sentence for
each word, and turn the page in your booklet in readíness for the next word.rf you are uncertain about this procedure or have any questions raise your
hà¡td.

Sentences like: ,'A draught is a noun", or

t* coming th

you might write:

Your task is to free assoeiate to each word, i.e.,
first two words you think of when you look at the word as

the

l_ot)

ff the word is harp arrd you think
the foll-owing on lines provided"

word thaÈ appears
as you can"

v¡Lnoow made

15

o" z

Second. Task

FREE ASSOCIATES

*h¡m

*l.¡¡m

*be sure to write the word each time. You will have 15 second.s to
make up and. write down your responses for each word and turn the page inyour bookLet in readiness for the next word. If you are uncertain aboutthis procedure or have any questions prease raise your hand.

10 Second Taskg

7. STRONG-WEAK

the room feel

"draught has seven letters"

- a+riñd

musl-cIan

Your task is to d.ecide if each word. is, in your opinion, generalry
Strong or l,7eak.

As each word appears
decisions as follows:

of musicia¡r and

write down the
it appears on the

sÈring then write

on ttre screen you are to write down vour



If the word is bridge and you generally regard it as something
strong, then write the fol-Iowing on the line provided:

Bridge* is strong

*be sure to write down the word"

orifthewordisapathyarrdyougenerallyregarditasweak
write down:

Apathy is weak

you wil] have l0 seconds to decide and write down your response for
each word and turn the page in your booklet in readiness for the next word'
If you are uncertain about this procedure or have any questions please
raise vour hand"

your task is to decide if each word is, in your opinion, generally
Pleasant or UnPleasant"

As each word appears on the screen you are to write down your

decision as foll-ows:

Honey is PLeasant*

L67

*be sure to write the word

or if the word is horror and you generally regard it as unpleasant
write down:

' Horror is UnPleasant

8. PLEASA¡{T-UNPI,EASA}TT

you wiII have l-O seconds to decide and write down your response for
each word and turn to the page in your booklet in readiness for the next
word. If you are unceïtain al¡out Èhis procedure or have any questions
please raise your hand-

9. LIVING-NONLIVTNG

your task is to decide if each word is a Living or Nonliving thing
in the sense that it actually lives. Some words, è'9" generosity seem

Iike living things since some P99gþ are generous by nature. Nevertheless'
there is no such living thing as generosity'

As each word appears on the screen you are to write down your

decision as follows:

*Tormentor is a Living thing



*be sure to write down the word

or if the word. is prejudice write d.own

Preiudice is a Non-Livinq thinq'

You will have I0 seconds to decide and write down your responses
for each word and. turn the page in your booklet in readiness for the
next word.. If you are uncertain about this proced,ure or have any
questions please raise your hand.
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Now that you have finished the first part of the experiment I
would like you to try to recall as nany of the words I presented to
you on the screen"* Write down as many words as you can remember"
Try to guess if you can't remember them all. Remember it is not
important what order you write them d.own in just so long as they were
the words you saw on the screen.* You will have approximately 3

minutes for this task" If you are uncertain about the procedure or
have any questions please raise your hand.

EXPERTMSI{TS TT ÐqD TII

FREE RECA],L INSTRUCTIONS

r69

*
Instructions were altered

to read:

".....words I presented to
as they were-the words you

slightly here for

you at the top of
saw at the top of

Experiments IV and V

each page...so long

each page."



2- specific rnstructions for Each semantic processinq Task

A nephew is a relative, the son of either your sister or your brother.

E)(PERIMENTS IV AND V

The nephew went d.uck shooting wiÈh his favourite uncr-e.

GOOD DEFINTTTON

The first word that comes to mind when you see the above word could be UNCLE

NEPHEVT

GOOD SENTENCE POOR SENTENSE

NEPTTEW

L70

The word a-bove is a type of relative. It is a

I

NEPHEW

POOR DEFTNTTION

The word above is an example of a

I

LÏIGLY

GOOD E)(AMPLE POOR EXAMPLE

NEPIfEVI

NEPHEW

LIVING THING

UNLIKELY

NONLIVING THING
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Raw Data
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Analyses of Variance
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Analysis of variance of Mean Levels of Recarl as a Function

of flrpe of Semantic processing with l.ow r¡r Stimuli

Source of Variation

Between Groups

Error
Total

EXPERII4EMT TI

" 01 F (8, L2O) = 4.95

Analysis of variance of Mea¡ Levers of Recarl as a Function

of Tlzpe of Sema¡rtic processing with Med.ium r¡sr Stimuli

l-79

dfMSF

I 58.21 6" 65

L26 8.75

Source of Variation

Between Groups

Error
Total

L34

EXPERTMn{T IIT

.01 F(8,120) = 4.95

df

8 58.97 7.3L

1.6 9.06
134

tvtù -E'



E>PERIMENT TV

Analysis of. Variance of, Mean Levels of Recall

of Tlzpe of Semantic proeessing with High

Source

Between Tasks

Between Subjects

Error

'r'ocal-

"01- F(4,I2O) = 13"6

df

4

49

196

249

as a Function

'm'Stimuli

F

15"68

180

MS

17 .88

¿. L3

T"14

EXPERT¡48ÀTT

Analysis of Variance of Mean Levels

of \zpe of Semantic processing

Source of Variation

Between Groups

Error

Total

.01 F(4,60) = 13.7

.05 F(4,60) = 5.69

of Recall as

with High 'mt

MS

85.62

8.42

df

4

70

74

a Function

Stimuli

F

10. I



EXPERTME}üT V

Analysis of Variance of Times Required as

a Function of \zpe of Semantic processing with High ,m, Stimuli

Source of Variation df MS F

Bet\n¡een Gïoups 4 qg,66Z.ZS 16.02

Error 70 3 ,o37 -69

Total- 74

"01 F(4,60) = 13"7

181

EXPERII{ENT VT

Analysis of variance of Mean Levers of Recall as a Function

of \zpe of Semantic processing with fiigh rm' Stimuli

Source of Variation df MS F

Between croups 3 Lg.7g 2.Ig

Error 6g g.O4

Total 7L

.10 F(3,60) = 5.15

.25 F(3,60) = 2.47


